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1. Introduction and background
This report presents the results of applying the Green Destinations Assessment & Reporting system
to the destination of Torroella de Montgrí-L'Estartit.
The Green Destinations Assessment & Reporting system has been developed for two main reasons:
To assist destinations in identifying and analysing weak elements in their policies, as a basis
for an agenda for improvement.
To inform consumers and the travel industry on any possible evidence related to the
sustainability of as many destinations as possible, whether certified or non-certified.
The system enables every destination to show how exactly they “make a difference” when they
receive recognition through the Awards programme or become certified. In combination with the
Green Destinations Reporting System, this destination award and certification programme provides
transparency on all main issues that consumers associate with sustainability. For destinations who
are unable or not prepared to participate in our independent assessment program, the GD reporting
system enables to report thematic quality and sustainability ratings to our travel business partners.
The system informs the creation of quality and sustainability maps for destination policy makers and
stakeholders. In addition, it enables consumers to compare destinations through indicator
performance; this can help consumers in the process of holiday destinations selection, via booking
platforms.
This report sets out how the Awards and Certification are attributed; the details of the audit; the
assessment results and remarks on non-compliances; and presents final conclusions.

Green Destinations Assessment & Certification
Green Destinations offers two types of recognition for sustainability good practice:
1. ‘Certification’ is attributed in case all mandatory Green Destinations Standard criteria are fully
complied with;
2. ‘Awards’ (Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum) are attributed based on scores that calculated from:
A. Compliance to the Green Destinations Standard Criteria
B. Performance on the Green Destinations Indicators
A. Policy & Management Criteria: measuring compliance to the Green Destinations
Standard. Compliance to these criteria can only be assessed by experts, e.g. through an Award
assessment, certification process, or regional/country baseline assessment.
B. Green Destinations Indicators: identify a) policy performance (trends and effective results of
policy, or the lack of it.); and b) destination quality for visitors. Data are collected from publicly
available sources (often GIS data, common databases and maps) and expert appraisal. For each
indicator, all data are scaled in a database, from 1 (lowest performance) up to 10 (highest
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performance).
Together they provide the framework for the Green Destinations Reporting system:
Sustainability Policy is measured as level of compliance to criteria of the Green Destinations
Standard (A).
Sustainability Indicators present a rating based on indicator values that are scaled into a
score (B).

Attribution of Ratings and Awards
Scores are assigned to all Green Destinations Standard (policy) criteria, ranging from 0 to 2:
“0” meaning non-compliant (or not sufficient motivation/information/evidence provided)
“1” meaning partially compliant, or compliance expected in the very near future (e.g. policy is
being drafted, there is evidence that this is being executed) of any quality (or no information
provided for an indicator);
“2” indicating full compliance for a criterion.
For the Policy Criteria, a (1-10) score per theme (Nature, Environment, Culture etc.) is calculated
based on the scores and weight factors of its criteria. The total of these scores gives the
Sustainability Policy Compliance Score (A).
The indicator values are scaled (linear or nonlinear) to a 1-10 score, where the best performing
destination in the database scores a 10, and the worst a 1. Aggregated indicator scores give
thematic ratings for Indicators (B).
[1]

To the above mentioned Scores (A) and (B) a Certification Status score is added, which combined
form the Total Rating (1-10).
[1]

Certification Status score defines the level of verification the Policy Standard criteria assessment. 15 core criteria expert verified = 4 points; all criteria

expert-verified = 8 points; on-site audit = 10 points. QualityCoast on-site assessed applicants receive thus 10 points.
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Bronze, silver and gold and platinum awards
The Ratings are calculated to 6 themes and an overall score. The total score defines the Award
level:

Awards are branded as 'QualityCoast' or 'QualityTourism'; as benchmark awards in the process
towards destination certification.
If the compliance percentage to the mandatory criteria is 100%, the destination qualifies for
“Certified” recognition and is entitled to carry the logo of the Global Sustainable Tourism Council
(GSTC) – the UN body that oversees and accredits sustainability certification in the tourism sector.

Assessment Results and Follow-up
Green Destinations issues this Report with an overview of criteria scores and with suggestions for
further improvement. For successful applicants, the above-mentioned ratings will be published on
our websites. No public reference will be made about unsuccessful
applications.

Successful applicants become Awarded Destinations
Applicants who achieve Bronze or higher Awards will be invited to an international event, where they
will receive the Award Certificate, and an Award Flag. They can then participate in the joint
marketing programme. Awarded Destinations can order extra flags and banners, which can be
displayed throughout the destination’s territory during 24 months.
18 Months after their application the Awarded destination will be encouraged to submit a renewed
Application. The assessment of the new application will take into consideration the coherence
between the improvements indicated in the previous one and the integration of the suggestions and
the recommendations made by the Auditor.

Appeals & Complaints
An appeal is a formal, written request by an applicant that deals with formal reconsideration of an
Award or certification decision, following receipt of their audit result or any further feedback provided
regarding post-audit improvement evidence, made by Green Destinations.
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A complaint is a formal written communication of dissatisfaction, other than appeal, by Applicants,
Auditors, and other relevant stakeholders, relating to the activities of Green Destinations staff,
contractors, auditors, or Members holding a Green Destinations Award or Certification where a
response from Green Destinations is expected.
Applicants can make Appeals within 90 days after any award or certification decision made by
Green Destinations, following communication of the audit result and during the initial period granted
for the submission of improvements, which is within 90 days of the communication. Green
Destinations reserves the right to refuse any appeal which is not submitted within this timescale.
Appeals and complaints are requested to be sent by email to contact@greendestinations.org,
marking the subject line with 'Appeal' or 'Complaint'.
It is not possible to make any appeals by telephone, fax or skype.
Appeals and Complaints will be reviewed by an Appeals & Complaints Panel that will be appointed
by the Programme Manager and consist of a Senior Auditor and two members of the GD Appeals &
Complaints Committee with sustainable tourism and certification experience.
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2. Evaluation and audit process: On-site Audit
The Awards and Certification are issued for periods of two years. For pre-certification Awards,
destinations require an on-site audit every 4 years; and a desk-audit every 2 years. For Certification,
an on-site audit is required every 2 years. In this case, Torroella de Montgrí-L'Estartit received an onsite audit.
Evaluation of the application of Torroella de Montgrí-L'Estartit started with the submission of a selfassessment on the online platform. The Green Destinations Secretariat subsequently performed a
‘Technical Check’ to evaluate whether the self-assessment was complete; and has reported back to
the Destination on any missing aspects. When the self-assessment was deemed sufficiently
complete by the secretariat, the audit was ordered.
During the audit, information relevant to the audit objectives, scope and criteria, including
information relating to interfaces between functions, activities and processes was collected and
recorded by appropriate sampling. Only verifiable information has been used as audit evidence. The
audit evidence is based on samples of the documented information and information provided by
staff members. Therefore there is an element of uncertainty in auditing, and those acting upon the
audit conclusions should be aware of this uncertainty. All objective evidence is contained in the
online reporting and audit system.
The audit was performed in two phases. During the first step (desk verification), all documentation
and documented proof such as procedures, policies, contracts, statistics, etc. provided by the
destination were checked to confirm: existence and implementation of the sustainability
management system, consistency in the implementation of policies and procedures, and compliance
to the minimum required by the Green Destinations standard. The auditor prepared a number of
remarks for any inconsistencies, insufficiently documented compliance or other unclear
explanations.
During the second step, the auditor has visited the destination of Torroella de Montgrí-L'Estartit.
Relevant staff and stakeholders were interviewed, several areas and sites have been visited and
inspected, and hard-copy and/or physical evidence was checked.
Based on the on-site audit, the auditor has drawn up his/her final verdict on criteria compliance (noncompliant, partially compliant or fully compliant) and indicator performance; which was presented as
'recommendation' to the Certification Committee. The Committee has reviewed the auditor
recommendations and made the final decision on criteria compliance and indicator performance.

Confidentiality
Unless required by law, the audit team, the Committee and those responsible for managing the audit
program will not disclose the contents of documents, any other information obtained during the
audit, or the audit report, to any other party without the explicit approval of the audit client. If
disclosure of the contents of an audit document is required, the audited client will be informed as
soon as possible.
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3. QualityCoast & Green Destinations Awards
QualityCoast and Green Destinations Awards are labels indicating achievement levels against the
Green Destinations Rating. QualityCoast Awards were initiated in 2007 by the Coastal & Marine
Union (EUCC) as program to measure the success of Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM)
for coastal communities, towns and islands.

In 2016, the succesful QualityCoast sustainability assessment methodology was made available to
non-coastal destinations through the Green Destinations Standard which received 'Recognised'
status by the UN body for sustainable tourism – the Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC) for
adhering to globally agreed standards for sustainable destination management. In 2017
QualityCoast became part of Green Destinations’ Assessment & Certification Programme, which in
2018 received 'Accredited' status by the GSTC for adhering to procedures for sustainability
certification. In the same year, the 'Green Destinations Award' was launched: equivalent to the
QualityCoast Award but applicable to non-coastal destinations.

The importance of QualityCoast and Green Destinations Awards
for tourism sustainability
Participation of destination management organizations in the Award programme improves their
awareness performance and achievements in an international context. The comparison with other
awarded destinations provides the community with a good picture of its strengths and weaknesses.
The assessment and recommendations provide the local authority with a guidance to be considered
in an agenda for improvement.
QualityCoast and Green Destinations Awarded destinations join a network of like-minded
communities and share their experiences and best practices in order to improve sustainability and
social responsibility in tourism. Their performance in these fields is connected to international
tourism marketing through certification under the supervision of the GSTC Accredited Green
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Destinations Certification Body issuing the Awards.

Promotional benefits of participation in Green Destinations Awards
& Certification Program
Green Destinations carries out marketing & communication of the Awarded destinations to promote
them as the most attractive destinations for visitors interested in nature and landscape,
environment, and cultural identity; and to highlight their performance in tourism quality and
sustainability. The marketing includes:
promotion at holiday fairs
media publicity
dissemination in 'Kust&Zee gids' (200.000 for Dutch destinations only)
promotion via the yearly Top 100 competition (Silver+ awarded destinations automatically
qualify for Top 100 selection - www.sustainabletop100.org)
newsletters
social media
recommendation on www.bookdifferent.com - a Booking.com affiliate.
The destination’s own international tourism marketing can profit from the status of QualityCoast or
Green Destinations Awarded destination. Experience in several countries learns that this will
continue to generate media publicity nationally and internationally. Sustainability-based marketing
efforts will increase the “green profile” of the destination both externally and internally and this will
help mainstreaming sustainability on local policy and decision making. Contact
secretcertification@greendestinations.org for promotional materials such as flags, banners, highresolution logos, imagery etc.
“QualityCoast” is registered by Coastal & Marine Union - EUCC as a European Union trademark;
the use of the name is restricted under European law. However, QualityCoast and Green
Destinations Awards are open for applications from all continents.
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4. Audit details
General
Name destination

Torroella de Montgrí-L'Estartit

Lead auditor

Anna Boneta

Date(s) onsite audit

22 July 2019

Scope of the certification

Quality Coast and Green Destinations Awards

Scope of the audit

Municipality of Torroella de Montgrí – L’Estartit

Audit result

Green Destinations Gold Award

Locations visited
Name

Location

Date

Espai Montgrí

Torroella de Montgrí, Ronda
Pau Casals

22-07-2019

Torroella municipality

Torroella de Montgrí, plaça de la 22-07-2019
vila

Museu de la Mediterrània

Torroella de Montgrí, carrer
d'Ullà 31

22-07-2019

Molí del mig hotel

Torroella de Montgrí, Cami del
Moli

22-07-2019

Tourist office

L'Estartit

22-07-2019

Natural Park offices

L'Estartit

22-07-2019

Club nàutic

L'Estartit

22-07-2019

Càmping Medes

L'Estartit

22-07-2019

Estació Nàutica Estartit - Illes
Medes.

L'Estartit

22-07-2019

Espai La Pletera

L'Estartit

22-07-2019

Hotel les Medes

L'Estartit

22-07-2019
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Persons met / consulted
Name

Position

Date

Jordi Oliver

Urbanism councilor

22-07-2019

Josep Martinoy

Economic promotion councilor

22-07-2019

Natàlia Navarro

Culture councilor

22-07-2019

Dúnia Oliveras

Tourism councilor

22-07-2019

Jordi Colomí

Mayor

22-07-2019

Ursula Olmos

Education responsible of the
Mediterranean museum

22-07-2019

Gerard Cruset

Director of the Mediterranean
museum

22-07-2019

Empar Vaquer

Owner of the Molí del mig hotel

22-07-2019

Narcís Coll

Hotel Medes director and
Natural Park president

22-07-2019

Josep M. Pla

Director of Camping les Medes

22-07-2019

Toni Murray

Business owner and president 22-07-2019
of the Estació Nàutica business
association

Santi Ramos

Biologist of the Natural Park

22-07-2019

Mª Pilar Cardabús

Public use administrator of the
Natural Park

22-07-2019

Staff member of the Club Nàutic Staff member

22-07-2019

Xavier Quintana

Scientific director of La Platera
project

22-07-2019

Josep Capellà

Tourism advisor at the City
Council

22-07-2019
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5. Audit results
The audit and evaluation have yielded the following results.
The Overall Scores are generated by the simple average of the Policy (Green Destinations Standard) and Indicator scores on 6 themes.
The Award level is defined by the Total Overall Score: >5.9 = Bronze; >6.9= Silver; >7.9= Gold; >8.9 = Platinum
Award Scores

Overall

Policy

Indicators

Destination Management

7.0

7.0

-

Nature & Landscape

8.5

9.3

7.7

Environment & Climate

8.0

7.9

8.2

Culture & Tradition

8.4

9.2

7.7

Social Well-being

8.3

9.0

7.6

Business & hospitality

8.0

8.9

7.1

Total

8.0

8.6

7.6

Total

8.0

Award level

Gold Award

“GSTC Certified” Compliance level*

54.4%

*

The “GSTC Certified Compliance level" indicates how many of the mandatory criteria from the Green Destinations Standard are fully complied with, and thereby indicates how far the destination is from full “ GSTC
Certified” level. “Certified” destinations require 100% compliance to the Green Destinations Standard compulsory criteria, and will receive worldwide recognition through the Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC) –
the UN body that has accredited the Green Destinations Certification Programme.
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Green Destinations Standard Scores
The overview below indicates compliance to the Green Destinations policy standard.
Green: # compliant criteria
Orange: # partially compliant criteria
Red: # non-compliant criteria
Grey: # non-audited criteria (e.g. optional or N/A)
Theme

Criteria

1. Destination management

26

2. Nature, scenery & animals

8

3. Environment & climate

20

4. Culture & tradition

5

5. Social well-being

22

6. Business & hospitality

19

Achievements
10

8

1

5

7
2

11

1

7

2

4
17
13

1
3

2

6
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6. Remarks & non compliances
This section lists remarks that have been formulated by the auditor and Certification Committee for
specific criteria. Criteria without remarks are not included in this section.
Remarks can be of the following types:
Remarks to 'compliant' criteria
Positive remark recognising particular best practice performance
Criteria compliance approved but additional information (evidence) will be required
upon award renewal
Remarks to 'partially compliant' or 'non-compliant' criteria:
Recommendation to improve in the short term: aspects that are not in order or in
place; but can be solved or improved with limited efforts
Recommendation to improve in the mid-term: aspects that require more thorough
action to improve on and should be considered of high importance for the next
application in 24 months
To qualify for "Green Destinations Certified" only mandatory criteria that are not yet compliant should
be addressed. Improving non-compliant criteria will improve award level, but not the GD Certification
compliance percentage.
Please note that the indicated deadlines for completion are suggestions in order to assist planning
ahead for the next Award renewal.
Approved

Partial compliance

Non compliance

1. Destination management
Commitment & organisation
1.2. Management structure

A basic organigram that shows who takes care of sustainability
in each department of the municipality should be added
(organigram provided is only for the Tourism Department). It is
also suggested to provide an up-to-date budget document where
the funding for sustainability is clearly indicated.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

1.4. Trained coordinator/
team

It is advised to upload training certificates and/or LinkedIn
profiles of Josep M. Blazquez as well as for Lidia Alonso and
Josep Pujol, both mentioned in 1.1.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

1.5. Tourism sector
involvement

It is mentioned that 30+ stakeholders participate in the meetings
but the list provided has max 10 participants. It is advised to
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provide the list of business of CETS Phase II and recent meeting
reports with them. During the on-site audit, it was explained that
28 companies were already certified by the CETS Phase II and
23 more were undergoing the same process. This ranks the
Natural Park as one of the most recently certified by CETS in
Spain and one of the ones with the largest number of adhered
companies.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021
Planning & development
1.6. Inventory of destination
assets

Sections 2.11 and 3.3 of the DIAGNOSI DE CANDIDATURA
document, mentions many inventories of assets, are they
publicly available? Please provide web links or upload them.
Nevertheless, it is highly recommended to use the combined
Inventory & Tourism Impact Assessment (formerly Baseline
Assessment) template provided. It allows creating a more
structured inventory of the destination resources, attractions and
assets.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

1.7. Baseline Assessment
(Tourism Impact
Assessment)

Tourism Impact assessment is only performed for the Natural
Park, what about the rest of the destination? Moreover, in the
DIAGNOSI DE CANDIDATURA document, it is mentioned that
"currently, there is no specific analysis of the impact generated
by tourist activity on these resources" (pg. 49, section 3.4).
Nevertheless, management actions are performed when impacts
are detected (mentioned in the same section indicated above).
Further explanations and examples are needed. During the
onsite audit, the Park technicians explained that they've recently
installed people counters in the most frequented paths. For
future audits, it is advised to provide the result of that
monitoring. Also for future audits, it is highly recommended to
use the combined Inventory & Tourism Impact Assessment
(formerly Baseline Assessment) template provided. It allows
identifying positive and negative impacts of tourism on
destination assets and seeing and checking more clearly future
advances.
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Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021
1.8. Tourism policy

The document "REPTES DE FUTUR I LÍNIES
ESTRATÈGIQUES DE L’ÀREA DETURISME" is a tourism
strategy that covers from 2013 to 2018 and most of the
proposed actions were scheduled for 2012-2014. It is advised to
upload a new and up-to-date tourism policy.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

1.9. Transparency of
planning processes

Many of the links on the provided website are not working.
These should be fixed for the next audit. Nevertheless, during
the onsite audit, all the interviewed stakeholders agreed with the
transparency of the processes and felt included in the decision
making.

1.10. Tourism action plan

The Action plan for the Natural Park is evidently well elaborated
and guides actions for the coming years. However the document
"REPTES DE FUTUR I LÍNIES ESTRATÈGIQUES DE L’ÀREA
DE TURISME" is a tourism strategy that covers from 2013 to
2018 and most of the proposed actions were scheduled for
2012-2014. It is advised to upload a new and up-to-date tourism
action plan, in order to cover the full territory. This can also be
achieved by using the Action Planning tool from this platform.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

1.11. Stakeholders involved
in action plan

This criterion is about stakeholders actually implementing (parts
of) the action plan (a step-up from stakeholder involvement is
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making stakeholders contributing to implementation of action
plan, thereby creating a feeling of ownership for sustainability
measures and even closer involvement among stakeholers). To
improve compliance, stakeholders could be provided a role in
implementation of action plan items.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021
1.12. Visitor Management

Explain in more detail or give examples of the main challenges
that are faced in the destination and how are they solved through
visitor management. (e.g. The case of the L'Estartit beach).
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

Monitoring & reporting
1.14. Indicators

How the ETIS results are made publicly available could be
specified (where can they be found on the destination website).
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

1.16. Corrective measures

The methodology of discrepancies analysis and detection is not
totally clear. For the next audit, further explanations are needed.
The "Memoria del Parc" document can be mentioned (and
uploaded) as each of the objectives of the action plan are
reviewed and discrepancies are detected.

1.20. Public Reporting

Some examples of public communication documents/ media
could be added (e.g. screenshots of social media posts, website,
council newsletter, etc.)
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

Legal & ethical compliance
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1.21. Legal requirements
overview

A signed declaration is missing.

1.23. Ethical code

The ethical code of the destinations should be added and
explained how is itcommunicated to the staff. The "Código de la
Función Pública" can be mentioned.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

2. Nature, scenery & animals
Nature & conservation
2.1. Nature protection

Documents should be uploaded instead of linked. The EmysTer
LIFE project for the protection of the European pond turtle (Emys
orbicularis) could also be mentioned.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

2.4. Wildlife protection

The "Responsible diving" leafet gives guidelines to avoid choral
and Posidonia damage. A reference to pg 34, Eix 2 of the
Memoria del Parc 2016 is also suggested.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021
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2.5. Monitoring tourism
impacts on nature

A description of impacts from most important/prominent forms of
tourism is still missing; it should be clear that monitoring is done
for measuring and managing these impacts.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

Nature & animal experience
2.6. Responsible nature and
wildlife experience

Please upload the contents of the mentioned courses and
list/number of attendants.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

2.7. Captive animals in
tourism

For future audits, consider the specific animal protection Catalan
law (https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=DOGCf-2008-90016)Moreover, animals are used for tourism in the
destination as horse riding is offered in visitestartit.com (http://w
ww.visitestartit.com/ca/activat_item/hipica-mas-paguina/)Also,
Parc de les Aus has some bad reviews referring to the size of the
cages and the untidiness of the facilities on Google.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

3. Environment & climate
Land use & pollution
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3.1. Environmental risks

The uploaded document doesn't explain how the environmental
impacts are identified and addressed. Focus on issues resulting
from local tourism activities.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

3.3. Noise

Catalan law can be also mentioned
(https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2002-14987)
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

3.4. Light pollution

The uploaded document doesn't explain how the impacts of any
identified sources of light pollution are addressed. From Green
Destinations or QualityCoast destinations it is expected that
there more than following norms; what are main light resources
(especially related to tourism), and what can/should/will be done
to reduce impacts (action plan light pollution?).
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

Water management
3.6. Water sourcing

It is advised to provide evidence on monitoring programs in
place and documentation confirming that water availability to
local communities is ensured, also in future tourism development
scenarios. Nevertheless, the adhesion of touristic companies to
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the CETS, entails water use reduction which indirectly will
assure they do not jeopardise the water requirements of
residents. But still, water is an issue in the Costa Brava as the
increase in population during peak season puts pressure on
water resources. Water consumption should be at least
monitored by the destination.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021
3.8. Water quality response

The uploaded document doesn't explain the response system,
but water quality doesn't seem to be an issue in the destination.

3.9. Waste water treatment

No challenges explained. Doesn't seem to be a problem
(Indicator Report value is 100%).

Sustainable mobility
3.10. Soft mobility

During the lasts years, cycling paths have been implemented
between Torroella and L'Estartit and between campsites and
commercial centres. It is also planned to restructure the street
that goes from the centre of l'Estartit to the harbour and the
whole area around the harbour, including the continuation of the
cycling paths and the reduction of vehicles. For the next audit
this improvement should be assessed.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

3.11. Public Transport

Public transport is an issue in the destination. There is even a
citizen initiative that collects signatures for the inclusion of the
Baix Empordà to the Territorial Movility Authority (ATM). This
inclusion would represent the adoption of an Intagrated Fare
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System, higher frequencies, etc. In an area as diverse and
spread as the Baix Emporda, it is a high priority to harmonise
public transport. During the onsite audit, the municipality
members expressed their concern on this issue and explained
that they've been in contact with the Generalitat (Catalan
government) but it still is a pending subject.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021
Waste and recycling
3.16. Waste disposal

Residual waste is disposed of in a dumping site (abocador de
Solius - https://www.elpuntavui.cat/territori/article/11-mediambie
nt/1456171-mes-reciclatge-d-organica-a-solius.html). The
quantitative goals and treatment of the waste in this facility
should be explained.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

Energy & climate change
3.17. Reduction energy
consumption

Measures should focus on reducing energy consumption
including quantitative goals and monitoring. The mentioned
initiatives are about reducing GHG emissions, not energy
consumption. Please explain what is being done to reduce
energy consumption and how visitors and residents are
encouraged. Nevertheless, the adhesion of touristic companies
to the CETS, entails the reduction of energy consumption
although it is not explicitly encouraged. Measures taken by the
certified business to encourage energy use reduction to visitors
could be mentioned.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

Climate change adaptation
3.19. Responding to climate
risks

An evaluation of existing climate risks and strategy to manage
these risks could is missing and could be developed. Please
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explain how climate change is affecting the area and what can
be done (e.g. using differet IPCC scenarios). See Best Practice
example on the platform.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021
3.20. Climate change
information

During the onsite audit, the educators from the Museu de la
Mediterrànea, in charge of the Natural Park activities, explained
that they used to have specific activities about climate change
but they were not very popular among their public. That is why
they decided to approach the activities from a multidisciplinary
perspective, including climate change education and awareness
in all the activities related to seaside ecosystems, the Pletera
project, etc.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

4. Culture & tradition
Cultural heritage
4.3. Managing tourism
impacts on culture

Specify how tourism impacts are monitored and addressed. The
case of the management during Sant Joan celebration in
l'Estartit which every year attracts more people could be
explained as an example. Or explain that tourism has positive
impacts (celerbrating / strengthening local culture)
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

People & tradition
4.5. Respecting authenticity

For future audits, it is advised to explain how tourism
management avoids impacts on living culture (e.g. not interfering
with its practice).
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

5. Social well-being
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Human respect
5.2. Resettlement

Please check the "Yes" box.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

5.3. Indigenous and local
rights

For next audit, check the "Yes" box and refer to mentioned
relevant regulation/law / local implementation.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

5.7. Monitoring human rights

The mentioned NGO organises a yearly 'week for human rights'
that could also be mentioned (http://www.solidaries.org/quefem/setmana-pels-drets-humans/ and http://www.solidaries.org/
actualitat/2018-reivindicacio-dels-drets-humans-3035/).
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

Community participation
5.10. Stakeholder
contributions

All the CETS certified business are highly involved in
sustainability initiatives and during the onsite audit, the
submarine clean-up organised by the Club Nàutic was
mentioned as an example (Marina Day 2019).
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

Local economy
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5.14. Promoting local
products and services

The described activities obviously indicate that the destination is
aware of the importance of local products, however to improve
compliance to this criterion: a) provide a policy or action plan,
addressing the promotion of local products and services (can be
part of a broader economic development plan),
preferably specifying objectives and actions; b)explain clearly
the role of the destination (municipality) in facilitating the
promotion and sale of local products (e.g. is there a budget or
free access to market for local produces) c) focus on tourism
industry and supply chain, educating tourists about the
importance of buying local products, regulating the sale of
imported souvenirs etc.
Deadline for completion: 21 July, 2021

5.15. Monitoring economic
impacts

ETIS indicators are missing; and not all data from the criteria is
included in the report data (e.g. investment data, revenue per
available room)
Deadline for completion: 21 July, 2021

5.16. Socio-economic
development

Please report in more detail and provide examples to improve
compliance.

Social impact
5.18. Real estate exploitation

From all the municipalities included in the "Costa Brava" brand,
Torroella is one of those that has the most tourist apartments
registered in the Generalitat (and it is not one of the biggest
included in that group). Compliance is granted for now, on the
condition that for the next audit, it is specified which law
regulates short-term rental houses and what it is done to detect
and avoid black markets (unregulated accommodation is offered
to tourists).
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Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021
5.19. Seasonality

It is advised to upload documents instead of linking them. During
the onsite audit, it was mentioned that the touristic operators
activity has increased in the lasts years and they mainly work out
of the summer season.

Health & safety
5.21. Health & safety
monitoring

It is advised to provide more detailed and specific reports,
focused on the destination (uploaded material covers entire
Catalunya). Also to specify how information is publicly available.

5.22. Crisis & emergency
response

The required emergency plan should be uploaded, explained
and publicly available.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

6. Business & hospitality
Business involvement
6.1. Sustainability standards

For full compliance, destinations are required to promote GSTCconsistent schemes. From the answer it is unclear how the
mentioned schemes are consistent with GSTC-industry
standard.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2012
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6.2. Publication of certified
enterprises

The "Yes" box should be checked.

6.3. Water consumption

Promoting initiatives like the CETS certification among local
business entails the reduction of water consumption and many
other sustainability measures in order to fit in the CETS criteria.
It is advised to upload the CETS criteria that certified business
need to comply with. For the next audit, explanations
about how enterprises are encouraged towards, and informed
about, reducing and reporting water consumption are needed. It
is recommended to issue some kind of manual to guide and give
advise to enterprises on how to become more sustainable
(including best practices among water use reduction). Also,
please upload evidence of the pricing structure mentioned.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

6.4. Waste water treatment

Please specify if the destination provides information and
resources to implement solutions to effectively REUSE
wastewater.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021
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6.5. Solid waste

The explanation was given at a destination level. Specific
incentives for business are required. Nevertheless, promoting
initiatives like the CETS certification among local business
entails solid waste reduction and recycle. It is advised to upload
the CETS criteria that certified business need to comply with. For
the next audit, please specify if the destination provides
information and resources to effectively reduce and recycle solid
waste. It is recommended to issue some kind of manual for
business with guidelines, solutions and advice on how to
become more sustainable (including best practices among solid
waste treatment).
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

6.6. Energy and greenhouse
gas

Promoting initiatives like the CETS certification among local
business entails energy and GHG emissions reduction. It is
advised to upload the CETS criteria that certified business need
to comply with. For the next audit, please specify if the
destination provides information and resources to implement
solutions to adequately monitor, minimise and mitigate energy
consumption and GHG emissions. It is recommended to issue
some kind of manual for business with guidelines, solutions and
advice on how to become more sustainable (including best
practices).
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

6.7. Equal and fair
employment

Recently, the Spanish government approved the "decreto ley de
Registro de Jornada laboral" with social protection measures
and the fight against job insecurity. The main 4 objectives are
the following: Ensure daily logging. Include in the register the
specific start and end time. Keep this information for four years.
Make this information available to workers, their representatives
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and labor inspectors. This decree should ensure fair trade and
wages.
6.8. Tour guide codes of
practice

Please, give examples or upload the codes of practices and
specific contents taught in the mentioned trainings. Many of the
interviewed stakeholders expressed their satisfaction with the
Natural Park guides course, they did find it interesting and
useful.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

Information & marketing
6.10. Respectful promotion

It is advised to refer to visitestartit.com (just as in 6.11).
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

6.14. Interpretive information

Please provide some proves of the mentioned initiatives (e.g.
pictures of interpretative panels in cultural or natural sites).
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

6.15. Green destination
marketing

The Top100 GD Award is covered in many press news and even
mentioned during a local TV interview with the mayor of the
municipality.
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021

Hospitality
6.19. Accessibility

For future audits, it is advised to upload or summarize the main
initiatives of the mentioned "millores de l'accessibilitat".
Deadline for completion: 22 July, 2021
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7. Auditor recommendations and conclusions
Overall impression
Being a small municipality, Torroella's efforts and commitments towards sustainability in general and
particularly towards landscape conservation, are impressive. For years now, it has successfully
resisted the real state pressures, that many other municipalities along the Costa Brava succumbed
to, through conservative and tight spatial plannings designed by the municipality. Although they
faced many obstacles and criticism, they remained firm and committed to preserving their most
valuable asset, their landscape.
Now, it is obvious to everyone that all those tight policies and plans were worth the effort and they all
share the same view, enhancing the territory to attract tourism with the preservation of the
environment, and that it can be in perfect harmony with continuing economic
development. Entrepreneurs show also a close alignment with the municipality policies related to the
preservation of the environment and sustainability as one of the main axis for tourism development.
This is reflected in phase II of the CETS where 28 companies were certified and 23 more are
undergoing the same process. This ranks the Natural Park as one of the most recently certified by
CETS in Spain and one of those with the largest number of adhered companies.

Culture is also a key asset for the municipality that has been consolidated as the cultural capital of
the Baix Empordà. The Municipality shows a deep commitment with its conservation and promotion
through the organisation and hosting of many music festivals, making it more than a sun and beach
destination and attracting a more diverse public.
Some new facilities are under construction such as The "Espai Medes", a new facility planned
in L’Estartit with the objective to provide information about the Medes Islands. Conceived in
collaboration between the authorities responsible for the Natural Park and the private sector, the
Centre will be the key reference point for publicising the Medes Islands and raising environmental
awareness, acting as the starting point for discovering the Natural Park.

Additional remarks
Public transport might be the Achilles heel of Torroella. Considering that many of its inhabitants
need to permute to work outside Torroella, many youngs go to highschools in nearby towns or
simply the hospital is in a different town, public transport should be the first and better option for all
of them. In an area as diverse and spread as the Baix Emporda, it is a high priority to harmonise
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public transport.
There is a citizen initiative that collects signatures for the inclusion of the Baix Empordà to the
Territorial Mobility Authority (ATM). This inclusion would represent the adoption of an Intagrated
Fare System, higher frequencies, etc. and overall the harmonisation of public transport.
During the onsite audit, the municipality members expressed their concern on this issue and
explained that they've been in contact with the Generalitat (Catalan government) but it still is a
pending subject.

Auditor recommendation
From the on-site audit, it can be recommended to develop a program to provide business with
information and resources to implement green solutions that tailors the destination, for example by
organising workshops and/or hiring environmental advisors for improving environmental
performance of enterprises.
More detailed recommendations are provided per criterion that is not (fully) compliant in previous
chapters.
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1. Reporting context
The municipality of Torroella de Montgrí i l'Estartit, in Costa Brava-Emporda, Catalonia,
Spain is situated in an area of great environmental interest marked by a wide variety of
geographical and cultural features.
In line with its context, the municipality and the tourism department have applied, in the last 30
years, policies designed to combine the tourism related activities with the preservation of the
evironment and the enhancement of the cultural atractions, in perfect harmony with continuing
economic development.
We are thus firmly committed to sustainability in all its aspects (environment-friendly
development of tourism, transport, energy saving, optimum management of publicly owned
woodlands, recovery of existing areas, etc.), and also to the safeguarding and enhancement of
natural sites and their habitats, and to the restoration of heritage features in these areas, such
as footpaths, outstanding buildings and other landmarks.
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2. Company data
Torroella de Montgrí-L'Estartit

Tourist volume
Number of employees
Type of tourism
Special target groups
Destinations offered

Sustainability coordinator
Josep Capella
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3. Introduction
Torroella de Montgrí-L’Estartit is situated in Baix Empordà-Costa Brava, Catalonia,
Spain. Costa Brava was one of the first mass tourism destination in the Mediterranean.
It is an area of great environmental interest marked by a wide variety of geographical features The
municipality, spreads in an area of 66 square kilometres, which includes a wide variety of ecosystems
and landscapes, ranging from the mountainous terrain of the Montgrí Massif to the Baix Ter Plain and
the coastal strip, flanked by the Medes Islands as an outstanding feature.
The area was made into a Natural Park in 2010 with an extension of 8192 ha. The municipal area of
Torroella de Montgrí- -L’Estartit includes 68% of the total area of the Park.
It also features a cultural and historical heritage that traces the human and historical development of the
area. The most outstanding monument is Montgrí Castle, built between 1294 and 1301 as a
demonstration of the power of King James II of Aragon over the Counts of Empúries.
In the last 30 years Torroella de Montgrí –L’Estartit has applied policies designed to combine
successfully tourism?related activities with the preservation of the environment, in perfect harmony with
continuing economic development.
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4.Mission statement & policy
4.1 Mission statement
To adapt our destination to changes in the preferences of the main tourist markets in Europe, under the
principles of local sustainable development.
In our case, distinctiveness comes from the landscape, from heritage and from our arts and
culture scene which has been active and lively for many years.

4.2 Policy
The Dossier Committed to Sustainability includes the sustainability policy :
Support for local and supra-municipal policies that guarantee the preservation and enhancement
of the landscape, ecosystems and habitats.
A clear determination to put a stop to disorderly urban growth. The restriction of land eligible
for building and the extension of areas classified as rural.
The protection of areas of ecological value.
The adoption of programmes that raise awareness of the natural heritage among
local inhabitants and visitors to the area.
Support for business activities that encourage an awareness of ecological values, and
the introduction of private measures linked to sustainability objectives.
The maintenance of plans for waste recycling and sustainable urban mobility.
The prioritisation of energy efficiency and energy saving projects.
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5. Assessment overview
Main theme

Criteria

Completed

0. Destination characteristics

14

14

1. Destination management

26

2. Nature, scenery & animals

8

8

3. Environment & climate

20

20

4. Culture & tradition

5

5

5. Social well-being

22

6. Business & hospitality

19
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1

2
1

6. Detailed overview
0. Destination characteristics
14

General information
10
Action

Details

0.1. Sustainability coordinator

Josep Capella
josep@decaba.com
+34972750747

0.2. Organisation managing the destination

Ajuntament de Torroella de Montgrí-L'Estartit

0.3. Annual number of overnight visitors

100,000-500,000

0.4. Number of inhabitants

11500

0.5. Destination attributes

Marinas,Outdoor bathing water (sea or fresh water sites where swimming is formally
allowed),Coast & sea,Nature-based tourism (ecotourism),Culture-based tourism
(heritage – tangible and intangible)
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0.6. Destination pictures & video

Top Ten Torroella de Montgrí L'Estartin
Dive in Torroella de Montgrí-L'Estartit

1. Aerial view L'Estartit, Medes Islands and Ter River
2.La Foradada tunnel_Montgrí rocky coast
3.Plaça de la Vila_Medieval town Torroella de Montgrí
4.Medieval Castell Montgrí
5. Dunes at the beach

2.laforadadatunnel_montgrrockycoast.jpg
1.aerialviewl_estartitmedesislandsandterriver.jpg
3.plaadelavila_medievaltowntorroellademontgr.jpg
4.medievalcastellmontgr.jpg
5.dunesatthebeach.jpg

0.7. Destination description

Torroella de Montgrí-L’Estartit is situated in Baix Empordà-Costa Brava, Catalonia,
Spain. Costa Brava was one of the first mass tourism destination in the Mediterranean.
It is an area of great environmental interest marked by a wide variety of geographical
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features The municipality, spreads in an area of 66 square kilometres, which includes a
wide variety of ecosystems and landscapes, ranging from the mountainous terrain of the
Montgrí Massif to the Baix Ter Plain and the coastal strip, flanked by the Medes Islands
as an outstanding feature.
The area was made into a Natural Park in 2010 with an extension of 8192 ha. The
municipal area of Torroella de Montgrí- -L’Estartit includes 68% of the total area of the
Park.
It also features a cultural and historical heritage that traces the human and historical
development of the area. The most outstanding monument is Montgrí Castle, built
between 1294 and 1301 as a demonstration of the power of King James II of Aragon
over the Counts of Empúries.
In the last 30 years Torroella de Montgrí –L’Estartit has applied policies designed to
combine successfully tourism‐related activities with the preservation of the environment,
in perfect harmony with continuing economic development.
The vision has been to adapt our destination to changes in the preferences of the main
tourist markets in Europe. In our case, distinctiveness comes from the landscape, from
heritage and from our arts and culture scene which has been active and lively for many
years.

0.8. Sustainability pitch

The municipality and its Tourism department are firmly committed to sustainability in all
its aspects (environment‐friendly development of tourism, land planning, mobility,
energy saving, optimum management of publicly owned woodlands, recovery of existing
areas, etc.), and also to the safeguarding and enhancement of natural sites and their
habitats, and to the restoration of heritage features in these areas, such as footpaths,
outstanding buildings and other landmarks.
Awards and distinctions:
Since 2006 the Municipal Council started to introduce the ISO 9001 and
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ISO14001 standards and a voluntary European environmental management
system, EMAS, designed to improve efficiency in the management of beaches,
reduce risks and set an example through a public declaration of best practices.
This effort was rewarded in 2016 with the distinction conferred on Torroella‐L’Estartit by
the EMAS Club of Catalonia and the Catalan Government’s Department of Territory &
Sustainability.
2014. The municipality participated in the European Tourism Indicators System
(ETIS) pilot phase.. A reward has obtained in the category:ETIS Social and
Cultural Impact. Since then the municipality also forms part of the Network of
European Regions for Competitive and Sustainable Tourism (NECSTouR)
2016. The Natural Park Montgrí, Illes Medes and Baix Ter obtained the
European Charter for Sustainable Tourism, awarded by the EUROPARC
Federation. 2017. The municipality has been awarded with the Environment
CILMA prize for the European project LIFE Pletera Deurbanization and
restoration of Platera's marsh 2017.The municipality has been selected as one
of the Top 100 Green Destinations.

0.9. Awards

Since 2006 the Municipal Council started to introduce the ISO 9001 and
ISO14001 standards and a voluntary European environmental management
system, EMAS, designed to improve efficiency in the management of beaches,
reduce risks and set an example through a public declaration of best practices.
This effort was rewarded in 2016 with the distinction conferred on Torroella‐L’Estartit by
the EMAS Club of Catalonia and the Catalan Government’s Department of Territory &
Sustainability.
In 2014 the municipality participated in the European Tourism Indicators System
(ETIS) pilot phase.. A reward has obtained in the category:ETIS Social and
Cultural Impact. Since then the municipality also forms part of the Network of
European Regions for Competitive and Sustainable Tourism (NECSTouR),. In
2016, the Natural Park obtained the European Charter for Sustainable Tourism,
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awarded by the EUROPARC Federation. In 2017, the municipality has been
awarded with the Environment CILMA prize for the European project LIFE
Pletera Deurbanization and restoration of Platera's marsh In 2017, the
municipality has been selected as one of the Top 100 Green Destinations. 2018.
The municipality has been finalist with the 2018 Sustainable Destination Top
100. Earth category. 2019. It has been awarded with the Best of Top 100
Awards, category Best of Seaside.

0.10. Destination main website

www.visitestartit.com

Scope of the assessment
3
Action

Details

0.11. Scope

Municipality: Torroella de Montgrí-L'Estartit

0.12. Scope changes

No changes in the scope boundary

0.13. Destination surface

6613
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Sustainability Good Practice Story
1
Action

Details

0.14. Sustainability Good Practice Story
Submit here your sustainable tourism good practice story. Share with
others what you are really proud of. If interesting for travelers, your
stories can be highlighted in your page in the Green Travel Guide.
Success stories submitted by 2 January 2019 are eligible for the
Sustainable Destinations Top 100 Awards ITB Berlin 2020, if you
reach at least Silver Award level by 1 January 2020. All stories must
be in English.

Torroella de Montgrí and L’Estartit Building deconstruction and the
restauration of ecological functioning in the coastal systems of La Pletera.

For more information:
https://greendestinations.org/2020-top-100-awards-itb-berlin

Aim to address to the following categories: Earth (Environment & Climate)

1. Issues faced:
The salt marshes of La Pletera harboured a series of lagoons, that were drained in 1987
in order to build an almost 1-km-long promenade and six condominium, of which only
one was ever finished. The works were abandoned at the beginning of the 1990s, since
then the area has become even more degraded.
Life Pletera Project has deconstructed the built-up areas in La Pletera and has restored
the ecological functioning in the area. This implied the elimination of the unfinished
promenade, streets, infrastructures and the return of this coastal system to its original
state.
The project belongs to the strategy started up by the City Council since the end of the
last century, which seeks to enhance the value of natural heritage, sustainability and
adaptation to the effects of climate change as well as elements of the local development
and as a differential trait of the tourist development of the municipality.
Methods / steps / tools used:
Life Pletera project has been coordinated by the Town Council of Torroella de Montgrí
and has been supported by the partners Generalitat de Catalunya, Universitat de Girona
and Tragsa. De-construction and restoration have implied the following steps:
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Functional design of the space and knowledge of the subsoil Scientific
monitoring
Removal
before,ofduring
urban and
infrastructure
after the restoration
Excavationworks.
and creation
Restoration
of coastal
work:
lagoons Dune system and topographic level restoration Creation of
Awareness
network
raising
of visiting
actionsitineraries
throughout the project
5. Specific/additional (web) references:
http://lifepletera.com/en/
http://lifepletera.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/life_ANGLES1.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDeqdAubS0s&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o13Wbj5VpKo&t=55s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7cYOLQL789k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSpwI3qTsP4
The 2 pages document that has been uploaded incorporates the information
concerning:
3.Specific/measurable results, benefits and recognitions (e.g. awards)
4.Lessons learned
Also some pictures have been uploaded concerning:
location point of departure leaflet of an exhibition newspaper article general
view at present time observatory itineraries

La Pletera_Torroella de Montgrí L_Estartit_location.JPG
Life Pletera_ Torroella de Montgrí L_Estartit_point of departure.jpg
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Life Pletera_Torroella de Montgrí L_Estartit_2018 exhibition.jpg
Life Pletera_Torroella de Montgrí L_Estartit_2018 newspaper El Periodico.jpg
La Pletera_Torroella de Montgri and L_Estartit.doc
La Pletera_situation at the present time.jpg
La Pletera 2018_observatory_hide.JPG
La Pletera _itineraries_interpretation.JPG
La Pletera_itinerary over the dunes.JPG
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1. Destination management
25

1

Commitment & organisation
5
Action

Details

1.1. Sustainability coordinator
A person has been assigned the responsibility and authority for the
adequate implementation and reporting of sustainable destination
management.

a) Josep Capellà Hereu.
Tourism advisor at the City Council

b) The ‘sustainability coordinator" is shared and coordinated by 2 techniciens at the
Town Hall:
- Josep Capellà josep@decaba.com as tourism advisor, is responsible of the
implementation of the sustainable tourism strategy for the destination.
- Lidia Alonso lalonso@torroella-estartit.cat as responsible of the Tourism Department.
She is the responsible for the tourism strategy follow-up.
- Josep Pujol, jpujol@torroella-estartit.cat is the functionary in charge of the
Environment Department at the Town Hall. He takes in charge the specific action plans
of the sustainable strategy of the municipality. For example, mobility, energy efficiency,
climate change, public health, sustainable forest management, waste management, ...
The three techniciens report directly to the local municipal government.
3 documents included: Organigrame Town Hall + Organigrame Tourism Department +
Tasks Tourism Department concerning Lidia Alonso and Josep Capellà
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Further relevant information concerning the staff:
Josep Capellà - Linkedin profile https://www.linkedin.com/in/jcapelladcb/
Lidia Alonso - Certificates concerning Degree and Master in Tourism

Organigrama Turisme_juny 2019.pdf
Tasks Josep Capellà i Lidia Alonso.docx
ORGANIGRAMA AJUNTAMENT 2019.pdf
Lidia Alonso_ Màster Direcció i Planificació turística.pdf
Lidia Alonso_Títol diplomatura de turisme.pdf

1.2. Management structure
An appropriately funded organisation or management structure suited
to the size and scale of the destination is responsible for coordinating
and promoting sustainable tourism development and management.

a) Most of the sustainable programmes are worked in a transversal action line. Specially
those more linked to the tourism development model: mobility, energy, management of
natural park, waste and reciclyng.
b) Departments involved:
Tourism
Environment
Urban land Planning
Culture – local museum and visitor’s centre for the Natural Park
Communication
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c) Responsible of each department and the correspondent municipal councellor
d) Funding is included in each department’s specific budget. Also external funding
(public, private and a % of the “tourism tax”) is applied for specific projects concerned
to wildlife conservation, landscape improvement, cultural activities, heritage restoration,
etc.

Organigrama Turisme_juny 2019.pdf
Tasks Josep Capellà i Lidia Alonso.docx

1.3. Vision
The destination has defined in consultation with stakeholders a Vision
which has integrated sustainability principles and is publicly
communicated.

The Dossier Committed to Sustainability includes the Destinations Vision :
Support for local and supra-municipal policies that guarantee the preservation
and enhancement of the landscape, ecosystems and habitats.
A clear determination to put a stop to disorderly urban growth. The restriction of
land eligible for building and the extension of areas classified as rural.
The protection of areas of ecological value.
The adoption of programmes that raise awareness of the natural heritage
among local inhabitants and visitors to the area.
Support for business activities that encourage an awareness of ecological
values, and the introduction of private measures linked to sustainability
objectives.
The maintenance of plans for waste recycling and sustainable urban mobility.
The prioritisation of energy efficiency and energy saving projects.
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A more extended Action Plan is only available in catalan language. The Dossier
"Committed to Sustainability" is the synopsis of some of the main goals of this Action
Plan.
At a municipal level, there is a Board for natural and cultural heritage management
http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/organs-de-participacio.html formed by councellors,
environmental and heritage entities (NGO), and technicians.
The frame of the activities of this Board are the
- "Pla d'Acció Local per la Sostenibilitat" (2001) and
- "Pla d'Acció Local per la Sostenibilitat Baix Ter" (2007)
http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/agenda.html
and also other sectoral plans that have been developed since then.
As far as tourism industry is concerned, there are 2 working groups dealing with
sustainable topics. These are:
- European Charter for Sustainable Tourism in Protected Areas.
- Group for the monitoring of the European Tourism Indicators System
Two documents of reference are added showing the implication of stakeholders Dossier
de candidatura PNMMBT Programa de Actuaciones 2016-2020 PNMMBT

SUSTAINABLE_TOURISM_DOSIER_digital.pdf
02_Estrategia_PNMMBT_def.pdf
03_Programa_de_Actuaciones_CETS_PNMMBT_2016_2020_def.pdf
Declaració Ambienta MANIFESTl 2019.pdf
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1.4. Trained coordinator/ team
The person or team responsible for destination development and
management is adequately trained on sustainability.

a)
Josep Capellà josep@decaba.com Josep M. Blazquez Responsible of
Planning and Territory jblazquez@torroella-estartit.cat Lidia Alonso.
Responsible of the Tourism Department
b) Josep Capellà.
Degree in Tourism from CETT (Barcelona), now integrated in the University of
Barcelona. Postgraduate in Responsible Tourism Management. Leeds Beckett
University More than 30 years interested and working in sustainable destination
management and protected areas.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jcapelladcb/
Josep Blazquez
Architect Head of the Area. In this Area, there are 3 Environmental Techniciens,
one of them Josep Pujol, mentioned in point 1.1.
Lidia Alonso
Degree in Tourism Master in Tourism Destinations (management and planning)

Lidia Alonso_ Màster Direcció i Planificació turística.pdf
Lidia Alonso_Títol diplomatura de turisme.pdf

1.5. Tourism sector involvement
The destination management organisation or structure cooperates
with the private and public sector in sustainable destination
management.
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Furthermore, the Tourism Department has an executive committee with the participation
of:
Tourism Councellor Beaches Councellor President of Local Board L'Estartit
(Entitat Municipal Descentralitzada) President and Director of the local tourist
and trade association (Estació Nàutica Estartit-Illes Medes) President and
Director of Natural Park
The executive committee helds meeting 7-8 times/year.
Open meetings at the beginning (April) and end of summer season (November) are
organized by the Tourism Department with the participation of approx. 30 different
companies, regularly.

ACTA DE REUNIÓ.GT OT 27.09.2018.pdf
ACTA REUNIO 14.06.2019.pdf
AsistenciaGrupOT14_06_2019.pdf

Planning & development
8
Action

Details

1.6. Inventory of destination assets
The destination has a publicly available and regularly updated
inventory of its assets and attractions including natural and cultural
sites.

Professional tourist dossier
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1.7. Baseline Assessment (Tourism Impact Assessment)
The destination has conducted a Baseline Assessment analysing
tourism impacts on the natural, cultural and social environment; and
describing the visitor profile.

The Natural Park (69% of the territory) is currently conducting studies to analyze impact
of tourism activities.
A report for the situation of departure for the process of obtaining the European Charter
for Sustainable Tourism is available at the following links:
Diagnosi de candidatura Dossier de candidatura
From 1984, every 4 years a survey to visitors (500 questionaires) to the Tourism Office
in L'Estartit is conducted. The results are presented to stakeholders and spread through
media.
In 2014, 2016-2017, the Tourism Department has implemented the ETIS indicators.
The results are available at the following link

1.8. Tourism policy
The destination has an up-to-date, publicly available, multi-year
tourism policy or strategy addressing environmental, aesthetic, social,
cultural, economic, quality, health and safety issues.

There is a specific document with an action plan (only in catalan).
The Dossier Committed for sustainability is an abstract of some of the main goals and
actions carried out.See at the website page Committed to sustainability
and the dossier itself can be downloaded at the following link Dossier Committed to
sustainability
Sustainability action plan is implemented by the technicians in charge as mentioned in
1.3. Vision, acting joinly with the working groups dealing with sustainable topics. These
are:
- European Charter for Sustainable Tourism in Protected Areas.
- Group for the monitoring of the European Tourism Indicators System
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SUSTAINABLE_TOURISM_DOSIER_digital.pdf
Reptes de futur i línies estratègiques. 2013_2018.pdf

1.9. Transparency of planning processes
The development of destination planning is conducted in close
inclusive consultation with stakeholders and is subject to a thorough
public review process. Planning regulations and decisions are publicly
communicated and are enforced.

The new website from the Town Hall www.torroella-estartit.cat is including the
maximum information as to give transparency to all the processes conducted. A specific
entry is given to transparency
at http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/participacio-ciutadana-i-noves-tecnologies.html
Furthermore, in the ETIS process, surveys are addressed to know the opinion of:
stakeholders local residents
The results are available at the following link

1.10. Tourism action plan
The destination has developed and is implementing a sustainable
tourism action plan, including targets, actions, measures,
responsibilities and time planning.

A Tourism action plan has been done for the period 2013-2018 (document uploaded)
also, as mentioned, the European Charter for Sustainable Tourism. A specific Action
Plan has been prepared. See documents uploaded.

Reptes de futur i línies estratègiques. 2013_2018.pdf
02_Estrategia_PNMMBT_def.pdf
03_Programa_de_Actuaciones_CETS_PNMMBT_2016_2020_def.pdf
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1.11. Stakeholders involved in action plan
The destination involves stakeholders in the implementation of the
action plan and acknowledges them as driving force for successful
and continuous sustainability improvements.

As explained in 1.5.
There are 2 working groups dealing with sustainable topics.
European Charter for Sustainable Tourism in Protected Areas. Group for the
monitoring of the European Tourism Indicators System
See documents uploaded concerning two of the last meetings with stakeholders.
Furthermore, the Tourism Department has an executive committee with the participation
of:
Tourism Councellor Beaches Councellor President of Local Board L'Estartit
(Entitat Municipal Descentralitzada) President and Director of the local tourist
and trade association (Estació Nàutica Estartit-Illes Medes) President and
Director of Natural Park
The executive committee helds meeting 7-8 times/year.
Open meetings at the beginning (April) and end of summer season (November) are
organized by the Tourism Department with the participation of approx. 30 different
companies, regularly. See document uploaded

ACTA DE REUNIÓ.GT OT 27.09.2018.pdf
ACTA REUNIO 14.06.2019.pdf
AsistenciaGrupOT14_06_2019.pdf
PRESENTACIO_REUNIONS_SECTORIALS_2018_digital.pdf

1.12. Visitor Management
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Adequate visitor management is applied to optimise tourism impacts
on the natural, cultural and social assets of the destination, as
identified in the Baseline Assessment.

Plans:
Parc Natural -Pla d'actuacions Integrated system for beaches management
For instance, leaflets related to activities in the Park include recommendations how to
minimize the impacts. See leaflets uploaded. For instance:
Responsible navigation - safe and responsible diving Responsible fishing

03_Programa_de_Actuaciones_CETS_PNMMBT_2016_2020_def.pdf
Pesca responsable.pdf
Safe and responsible diving_en.pdf
Responsible navigation.pdf
Declaració Ambiental 2019.pdf

1.13. Financial strategy
Financial strategy and planning aims to strengthen the destination's
long-term financial viability and independence.

The financial strategy is based on:
Municipal budget Tourist tax (collected by Regional Government... 50% of the
income reverse to the municipality) Income from beaches management Income
(taxes) from diving and snorkeling activities at the Medes Islands Reserve (Parc
Natural del Montgrí, Illes Medes i Baix Ter)

Monitoring & reporting
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7
Action

Details

1.14. Indicators
Relevant destination sustainability indicators and developments
including environmental, economic, social, cultural, tourism, and
human rights issues are adequately monitored and publicly reported;
and the monitoring system is periodically reviewed

A- ETIS European Tourism Indicators System. See results at the following link

1.15. Review and evaluation
The objectives and targets of the policy and action plan are regularly
monitored and updated, making use of documented procedures.

Yes, objectives and targets are reviewed regularly (yearly) and exposed to stakeholders
at the annual meeting at the end of the year (November)

1.16. Corrective measures
In case evaluation shows any discrepancy between planned
objectives and actual performance, the destination should identify the
causes and prove that corrective measures have been taken and are
efficient.

By means of the executive committe (Tourism Department) the analysis of
discrepancies are presented and specific actions are proposed.

B- Green Destinations Sustainability Report

In the case of beaches, EMAS audit and document concerning corrective measures are
regularly done. Documents uploaded

INFORME NO CONFORMIDADES_AJUNTAMENT TORROELLA
MONTGRI.pdf
INFORME AUDITORIA_AJUNTAMENT TORROELLA MONTGRI.pdf
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1.17. Communication
Stakeholders are regularly updated on the destination's sustainability
policy, activities, and results.

2 annual open meetings (as mentioned before) regular meetings of the
stakeholders participating in the ECTS news
at http://www.visitestartit.com/ca/recull-de-premsa/ municipal press service
which spread news to media specific e-mail contacts to stakeholders "agenda"
of activities at the website www.visitestartit.com and leaflets distributed.

1.18. Records
The destination establishes and keeps records and documents that
are necessary to demonstrate conformity to the requirements of its
sustainability management system.

a) and b) GREEN DESTINATIONS and ETIS documents are kept at the Tourism
Department.

1.19. Management reporting
At least once a year the sustainability co-ordinator reports to the
highest political body on the effect of the implemented policies and
actions, the status towards the defined objectives and formulates
recommendations for improvements and next steps.

Yes, regular information and reports are prepared to the Tourism Councellor which
passes them on the Municipal Board.

c) at the present time, these are stored in the municipal "cloud".

Furthermore, regular meetings with the highest political body are held to discuss
specific topics.
Members of the Municipal Board participate also at the annual meetings with
stakeholders,mentioned in previous criteria. Document "Presentació reunions sectorials"
uploaded (slides 40to 53 show sustainability projects)
Documents included: report june 2019 to the new Town Hall Board after local elections
and yearly report of Tourism Department

Informe situacio area promocio del territori_nou equip de govern juny 2019.docx
PRESENTACIO_REUNIONS_SECTORIALS_2018_digital.pdf
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1.20. Public Reporting
The key sustainability results are reported to the public at least every
two years and are available on the destination's public website.

Yes, the results are available at:
ECTS - at the Parc Natural website 2016 Natural Park report Green
Destinations
at theAward
website
is in
communicated
the dossier Committed to Sustainability phisically, at the
Yearly report
Tourist
toOffice
stakeholders
the award
is presented
is presentatinthe
all annual
documentation
meeting prepared
and is available
at the tourism website Document "Presentació reunions sectorials" uploaded
(slides 40to 53 show sustainability projects) : 2018 annual report

PRESENTACIO_REUNIONS_SECTORIALS_2018_digital.pdf
Memoria_gestio_PNMMBT2016_definitiu.pdf

Legal & ethical compliance
5

1

Action

Details

1.21. Legal requirements overview
The destination maintains an up-to-date list of international, national
and local legal requirements (applicable to its tourism operations).
Legal requirements to be considered include health, safety, labour
and environmental aspects.

Yes, through the Board of Lawyers of the Town Hall and permanent contact with the
Department of Tourism of the Regional Government (Generalitat de Catalunya)

1.22. Legal compliance
The destination's development and management activities comply
with applicable laws and regulations.
1.23. Ethical code
The destination has an ethical code for its management and other
staff.
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1.24. Corruption
A guideline against corruption and bribery exists and is complied with.
Non-compliance by the destination or its suppliers is contested. No
negative consequences for staff who, in good faith, inform relevant
authorities on non compliance.

The "portal de transparencia" at the Town Hall website prevents against corruption and
bad
practices. http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/participacio-ciutadana-i-novestecnologies.html

1.25. Non-compliance
In the event of sanctions imposed as a result of non-compliance with
legal requirements and ethical principles, the destination explains the
cause and the corrective measures that have been taken.

There have been no sanctions as a result of non-compliance with legal requirements
and ethical principles

1.26. Fair competition &amp; responsible public procurement
The destination complies with national laws for public procurement
and rewards contracts on the basis of quality, price and sustainability
aspects.
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2. Nature, scenery & animals
8

Nature & conservation
5
Action

Details

2.1. Nature protection
The protection of natural sites, habitats, species, and ecosystems
(incl. marine and aquatic) is effectively addressed and enforced.
Nature degradation is mitigated and where necessary addressed and
reversed, or compensated.

Just 5 to 10% of the territory is available for building. The rest, 68%
is integrated in the Parc del Montgrí, Illes Medes i Baix Ter Protected Area, or
for agricultural uses only. The Natural Parc has been formally declared in 2010
although previously had had some other status of protection . Declaration of
Natural Park Montgrí, Illes Medes i Baix Ter Furthermore the Illes Medes
(Medes Islands) have a special status as Marine Reserve since 1983, now
included in the Natural Park, which makes that nowadays is like a sanctuary for
marine life in the Mediterranean.
c) The Department of Land planning, environment and tourism are working together in
all projects related to local development and protection of environment and heritage.
Also, there is a formal status of cooperation between the municipality and the Board of
the Natural Park.
The Natural Park is working in implementing an Action Plan in the frame of EUROPARC
ECTS schemes. ECTS Natural Park Montgrí, Illes Medes i Baix Ter

2.2. Natural resource protection
The protection of natural resources is adequately organised and
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enforced, and unsustainable use is avoided.

natural resources are managed correctly, under a Management Plan see link.
Furthermore, the Town Hall government has approved several instruments to preserve
the natural resources and landscapes. These have been.
The General Development Plan (2001) established new criteria based on a
policy of sustainability. Some of the most relevant issues were:
Reconsiders viability of development on ecologically fragile land such as Baix
Ter wetlands Reverses the classification of landslide risk areas to non‐building
land Protects farming land on River Ter plain
The Local Agenda 21 (2007) as mentioned previously.
Since 1999, 3 EU LIFE NATURA projects have been approved for the regeneration of
wetland areas and preservation of dunes:
1999‐2003: Arrangement and managemeng of the Baix Ter coastal lagoons
and marshes 2005‐2008: Recovery of amphibian and aquatic reptiles' habitat in
Baix Ter wetlands 2014‐2018: De‐urbanization and recovering of the ecological
functioning in the
coastal systems of La Pletera http://lifepletera.com/es/
As far as the management of diving and mooring in Medes Islands Marine Reserve, a
specific management plan is set up in order to minimize the impact Medes Islands
Marine Reserve management plan

Pla Rector Usos i Gestió PNMMBT_Area Protegida Illes Medes.pdf

2.3. Invasive alien (exotic) species
The introduction or spread of invasive alien species is adequately
addressed and prevented.

The Environmental Department at the Town Hall and the Natural Park have techniciens
who take care of these tasks.
http://parcsnaturals.gencat.cat/es/illes-medes/coneixeu-
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nos/instruments_de_planificacio_i_gestio/plans_i_programes_especifics/index.html
For instance, in page 18 of the Memoria del Parc, explains about Control and
eradications of exotic flora, with a 6 years workplan. Pages 24-26 refer to Following
marine biodiversity, with specific actions for controlling Caulerpa cylindracea, an
invasive algae.

Memoria_gestio_PNMMBT2016_definitiu.pdf

2.4. Wildlife protection
Harvesting, capture, display, and sale of plants and animals is
effectively regulated in order to comply with local and national
regulations and international conventions and agreements, ensuring
their protection and sustainable management.

Natural Park and Environmental Department at the Town Hall, and also Regional
Government are responsible for wildlife protection and act adequately.
The wildlife and flora protection can be seen at the Natural Park website, specifically at:
Plan de conservación y seguimiento de la biodiversidad Los hábitats actualmente
objeto del Plan son:
- El algar de posidonia (Posidonia oceanica)
- Las dunas fijadas con pino piñonero y/o pino ródeno
Las especies de fauna terrestre actualmente objeto del Plan son:
- El cormorán moñudo (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)
- La gaviota patiamarilla (Larus michaellis)
- La garcilla bueyera (Bubulcus ibis)
- El martinete (Nycticorax nycticorax)
- La garceta común (Egretta garzetta)
- El paíño europeo (Hydrobates pelagicus)
- El halcón peregrino (Falco peregrinus)
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- El aguilucho cenizo (Circus pygargus)
- El azor (Accipiter gentilis)
- El águila perdicera (Hieraaetus fasciatus)
- El cernícalo primilla (Falco naumanni)
- El búho real (Bubo bubo)
- La collalba rubia (Oenanthe hispanica)
- El roquero rojo (Monticola saxatilis)
- La curruca tomillera (Sylvia conspicillata)
- La grajilla (Corvus monedula)
- El murciélago de oreja partida (Myotis emarginata)
- El murciélago de herradura mayor (Rhinolophus ferrumequinum)
- El murciélago de cueva (Miniopterus schreibersii)
- El murciélago ratonero mediano (Myotis blythii)
- El murciélago de herradura menor (Rhinolophus hipposiperos)
Las especies de flora terrestres actualmente objeto del Plan son:
- El palmito (Chamaerops humilis)
- La lechetrezna palustre (Euphorbia palustris)
- El limonio pequeño (Limonium revolutum)
- Phleum arenarium
- Prangos trifida
- Sosa sabanera (Sarcocornia perennis)
- Silene sedoides
- Stachys maritima
- Los candilillos (Arisarum simorrhinum)
Las especies marinas actualmente objeto del Plan son:
- Gorgonia roja (Paramuricea clavata)
- Coral rojo (Corallium rubrum)
- Mero (Epinephelus marginatus)
- Dentón (Dentex dentex)
- Sardo imperial (Diplodus cervinus)
- Lubina (Dicentrarchus labrax)
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- Dorada (Sparus aurata)
- Verrugato (Sciaena umbra)
- Posidonia (Posidonia oceanica)
- Nácar (Pinna nobilis)
- Dátil (Lithophaga lithophaga)
- Langosta (Palinurus elephas)
- Bogavante azul (Homarus gammarus)
- Cigala (Scyllarides latus)

2.5. Monitoring tourism impacts on nature
The destination monitors the impact of tourism on ecosystems, natural
sites, species and their habitats as identified in the Baseline
Assessment.

Natural Park monitors the impact of activity (also tourism) on ecosystems and natural
sites. The most relevant are:
Monitoring of diving at the Medes Islands Natural Reserve Monitoring of public
at the pedestrian itineraries Monitoring of public and cars at the beaches
integrated in the Natural Park area

Reports are yearly presented. Some information concerning objectives and level of
compliance can be downloaded at the Natural Park website Memoria del Parc 2016,
pages 34 and following, mainly "Eix 5".

Other documents have been included concerning monitoring of
diving pedestrian/biking itineraries
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Memoria_gestio_PNMMBT2016_definitiu.pdf
immersions 2016_2017.pdf
resum comptadors itineraris peu_bici.xlsx

Nature & animal experience
2
Action

Details

2.6. Responsible nature and wildlife experience
Tourism is respectful to nature and wildlife, and supportive to its
protection. Nature and wildlife experience is genuine and responsible.

Possible negative impacts in diving and snorkeling activities and mooring are regulated
and controlled by specific rules for activities of the Natural Park. The number of
divers/per day is limited and boats can only be in the area if free moorings are available.
See PRUG - Pla Rector Usos i Gestió
From the Tourism Department a close work has been done with the management team
of the Park and with stakeholders (diving centres, nautical activities, guides, etc.) to
ensure that nature and wildlife experience is genuine and responsible.
Every year, specific courses and seminars are organized (see leaflets included)
addressed to
divemasters guides and staff in contact with visitors in the tourism industry
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Pla Rector Usos i Gestió PNMMBT_Area Protegida Illes Medes.pdf
2naEdicio_CURS_GUIES_SUB_PNMMBT_juny2019.pdf
programa curs guies 2019.pdf

2.7. Captive animals in tourism
The use of animals in tourism is effectively controlled in order to
decrease the risk of unnecessary suffering, disease, and death.

There is not any use of animals in tourism, except a rural farm, which shows
traditional grazing activities.
Animal welfare is guaranteed by regional and national laws.

Landscape & scenery
1
Action

Details

2.8. Landscape & Scenery
Natural and rural scenic views are protected and the sense of place is
maintained; landscape degradation and urban sprawl into scenic
landscapes is effectively avoided.

Spatial planning regulations:In 95% of the territory, building is not allowed.
The land planning have specific regulations for singular and historic buildings and also
for the preservation of landscape.
Urban sprawl is controlled by this spatial planning. Tall buildings are not permitted since
the land planning from 1983 and 2001. Present highest buildings are 3 floors.
Coastline: Beaches are guaranteed in the frame of land planning, and also by regional
and national laws.
Recovery of degradated dunes and marshlands in the coastline have been the object of
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3 LIFE european projects. The last one www.lifepletera.com
Spatial planning regulations can be downloaded at this link PLA GENERAL (PGMO)
Document consolidat and has been uploaded

PGMO_refos_MP_2017_V5_1.pdf
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3. Environment & climate
20

Land use & pollution
5
Action

Details

3.1. Environmental risks
Environmental risks are adequately addressed, based upon the risks
and impacts identified in the Baseline Assessment.

Environmental risk reports are mandatory included (by law) in all projects related to
construction (new and remodelling of buildings) entrepreneurial activities
(accommodation, restaurants, activities, ...) request of permission for open-air
activities etc...
Furthermore, there is a document with the municipal regulations related to activities
with possible environmental impact and what is to be done/documents to be presented.

4648_Pla_verificacio_activitats.Ajuntament TorroellaM..pdf

3.2. Air pollution
Air pollution is adequately addressed, based upon the risks and
impacts identified in the Baseline Assessment; impacts of tourism
related air pollution are effectively controlled.

Air pollution is regulated by national and regional laws. There is not industry, rural
activities, tourism infrastructures (airports, railway, ...) and/or traffic congestions in the
area which affect the air quality.
Regional law and recommendations are to be found at this link
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3.3. Noise
Noise is adequately regulated and minimised, based upon the risks
and impacts identified in the Baseline Assessment; enterprises and
visitors are encouraged to minimise noise.

The Town Hall and the Regional Government have specific rules for the control of noise
and the Local Police is responsible for the control and sanctions.

3.4. Light pollution
Impacts of light pollution to wildlife and to visitor experience are
adequately addressed, based upon the risks and impacts identified in
the Baseline Assessment.

The document concerning activities with environmental impacts, include in page 6 Light
pollution. It informs which are the norms and which are the verifications to be done

The regulation is available at the following link

4648_Pla_verificacio_activitats.Ajuntament TorroellaM..pdf

3.5. Land use & planning
Land use and maritime spatial planning is subject to environmental,
economic and social impact assessment, aiming to optimise the
impacts of development and infrastructure projects during planning,
design, construction and demolition.

Torroella de Montgrí-L'Estartit has been awarded several times (Land Plans 1983 and
2002).
Land Plan 1983 was awarded with the "Premio Nacional de Urbanismo" from the
Spanish Government.
Land Plan 2002 - awarded with the "Premi Catalunya d'Urbanisme" in 2003, from the
Societat Catalana de Ordenació del Territori.
Already in 2001 the General Development Plan established new criteria based on a
policy of sustainability. Some of the most relevant issues were:
Reconsiders viability of development on ecologically fragile land such as Baix
Ter wetlands Reverses the classification of landslide risk areas to non‐building
land Protects farming land on River Ter plain
Since 1999, 3 EU LIFE NATURA projects have been approved for the regeneration of
wetland areas and preservation of dunes:
1999‐2003: Arrangement and managemeng of the Baix Ter coastal lagoons
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and marshes 2005‐2008: Recovery of amphibian and aquatic reptiles' habitat in
Baix Ter wetlands 2014‐2018: De‐urbanization and recovering of the ecological
functioning in the
coastal systems of La Pletera http://lifepletera.com/es/
The dossier Committed to Sustainability explains the process.
Further information is available at the Town Hall
website http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/planejament-urbanistic-vigent.html

Water management
4
Action

Details

3.6. Water sourcing
The destination's water resources and usage are adequately
managed and monitored and it is ensured that water use by tourism
enterprises does not jeopardise the water requirements of residents.

The water resources are monitored by the company responsible of water sourcing,
delegated by the Town Hall.
Information is provided at the Town Hall
website, http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/aiges-de-consum-huma.html
The infrastructures for water assure that water use by tourism enterprises does not
jeopardise the water requirements of residents, and this is supervised by the Town Hall.

3.7. Water quality monitoring
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Drinking and recreational water quality is adequately monitored and
the results are publicly available.

sourcing, delegated by the Town Hall.
Information is provided at the Town Hall
website, http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/aiges-de-consum-huma.html
Some of the last analysis have been uploaded (may-june 2019). Due to some changes
at the municipal website, these are not temporarily published online.
The quality of recreational water quality is monitored by the Regional
Government http://aca.gencat.cat/ca/laigua/estat-del-medi-hidric/qualitat-de-lesaiguees-de-bany/

2019_8287_2019_8287_2019_06_03
S2A_EMP_S2_S2TORROX6_6238875_03062019_v1.pdf
2019_8287_2019_8287_2019_06_17
S2A_EMP_S2_S2TORRODTO_6252406_17062019_v1.pdf
2019_6514_2019_6514_2019_05_09
S2A_EMP_S2_S2TORRODDU_6161036_09052019_v1.pdf
2019_7025_2019_7025_2019_05_16
S2A_EMP_S2_S2TORROETA_6198272_16052019_v1.pdf
2019_7025_2019_7025_2019_05_20
S2A_EMP_S2_S2TORRODTO_6211962_20052019_v1.pdf

3.8. Water quality response
There is an adequate response system to water quality problems.
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However, in page 6 from Pla de Verificació d'activitats sotmeses a comunicació prèvia
i declaració responsable, the rules concerning water drinking are listed.

4648_Pla_verificacio_activitats.Ajuntament TorroellaM..pdf

3.9. Waste water treatment
Waste water treatment is adequately organised and relevant
regulations are enforced, aimed to minimise impacts to people and the
environment; this also relates to siting, maintenance and testing of
discharge from septic tanks.

100% of waste water is treated in the destination, by a central treatment plant
Management is operated by a public consortium for the whole Costa Brava area
Information concerning Water treatment in the municipality is available
at http://www.ccbgi.org/sanejament_cabals.php?id_municipi=25&any=2018
There are not current challenges on this topic. Waste water treatment is controlled and
effective since decades.
Once again, legal rules applied are the document Pla de Verificació d'activitats
sotmeses a comunicació prèvia i declaració responsable, pages 6 and 7

4648_Pla_verificacio_activitats.Ajuntament TorroellaM..pdf

Sustainable mobility
4
Action

Details

3.10. Soft mobility

Torroella de Montgrí-L’Estartit is starting the implementation of a Municipal soft mobility
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The destination has a soft mobility strategy to minimize high-impact
transportation (as identified in Baseline Assessment) in touristic
zones; walking and cycling is facilitated and encouraged.

strategy that fosters the rational use of private vehicles and gives priority to travelling on
foot or by bicycle.
The policy is based on the following criteria:
Fostering and encouraging collective public transport and other transport
systems with little or no environmental impact. Promoting pedestrian areas in
the town centers. Involvement of society in the taking of decisions that affect
individual mobility Fostering sustainable urban development and rational use of
land. Prioritising means of transport with a lower cost in social and
environmental terms, both for passengers and for merchandise. Adherence to
European policies in relation to these subjects. Fulfilment of international treaties
for the protection of the climate and of mobility

Examples on how the actions are being implemented:
- in the last years, pedestrian areas have been develeped in both city centers.
- restrictions to parking have been established, and dissuasive parking areas have been
arranged at the entrance.
- bus transport schedules have been increased and price reductions to frequent
travellers.
- cycling paths have been implemented giving priority to the connection between the two
villages (Torroella de Montgrí and L'Estartit) and between campsites and commercial
centres.
- safe school itineraries have been put into operation
- as far as the "Natural Park", 18 cycling and pedestrian itineraries are offered to visitors
to discover the diversity sites and landscapes. Link to the Natural park itineraries
(pedestrian and cycling)
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PEMMS Torroella de Montgrí _ l_Estartit_low.pdf

3.11. Public Transport
Public transportation is adequately organised and its use is
encouraged.

a)
train stations are at 20 and 30 kms. from the destination. At least one service per
hour to Barcelona, Girona, Figueres, french border, ... scheduled buses every
hour between Torroella de Montgrí and L'Estartit scheduled buses several
times/day to Girona (train station), Barcelona, Palamós (hospital), ... public taxi
service pedestrian and cycling itineraries (also rental of bikes available)
b) yes, all transport is able to serve tourists.
As mentioned, a Soft mobility plan is being developed by the Town Hall.

3.12. Travel & Climate
The destination has a strategy aimed at measuring and minimising the
carbon footprint connected to the travel of its visitors.

Some of the independent tour operators promoting the destination have carbon footprint
measures

3.13. Carbon compensation
The destination considers the carbon footprint related to the travel of
its visitors, and promotes appropriate measures aimed at an effective
carbon compensation.

Some of the independent tour operators promoting the destination have carbon footprint
measures

Waste and recycling
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3
Action

Details

3.14. Solid waste reduction
Any solid waste is adequately monitored, reduced, separated and
recycled, and quantitative goals are set, especially regarding the
reduction of plastic waste.

Solid waste separation is well managed and organised. In fact, a new waste
management contract was done in 2015 with the objective of a better
management, which is giving better results: 2014 ‐ 35%; 2016 ‐ 47%.
Document uploaded: regulations on solid waste management at a municipal level, and
also the cleaning of beaches and the streets :
The management plan for treating the solid waste and other type of waste, at a county
geographical area is also uploaded.
A specific regional regulation concerning plastic bags provided to clients at the
supermarkets and shops exists since 2 years ago.
Document excel uploaded: evolution of solid waste at the municipality (in tons)

Reglament_regulador_dels_serveis_escombraries_neteja_viaria_i_de_platges_i_de_c
lavegueram.pdf
PLA COMARCAL DE PREVENCIO DE RESIDUS.pdf
informació recollida escombraries_TM l_Estartit.xlsx

3.15. Waste separation
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The municipality is responsible of the waste separation and is committed to increase the
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Facilities are in place for an adequate separation of municipal and
industrial waste.

results. Information is provided at the following link
It manages a "deixalleria municipal" Clean Point for the reception, classification and
conditioning centers, for subsequent transportation of all the waste material to the
regional centers.
Clean Point
The waste separation facilites for tourism and other industry sector are specificated in
the documents mentioned 3.14. There is a calendar for the doorstep collections in low
and high season which can be downloaded at the following link

3.16. Waste disposal
Any residual solid waste that is not reused or recycled is disposed of
safely and sustainably.

Any residual solid waste that is not reused or recycled is disposed of safely and
sustainably.
Town Hall is responsible of this, there is waste collection point. Information on regulation
and services are available at the following link
Residual waste is treated directly by Regional Government authorities, no incineration
etc. is done at the municipality. This is done in big plants.

Energy & climate change
2
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Action

Details

3.17. Reduction energy consumption
Measures are taken to reduce energy consumption in the destination;
residents and visitors are encouraged to reduce energy consumption
without compromising service or safety.

Commitments foreseen for 2020: 20% of energy supplies coming from renewable
resources. At the present time, approx. 12%
Torroella de Montgrí signed the Covenant of Mayors for Sustainable Energy on 2
February 2012, and approved in 2013 the Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP)
which can be downloaded at the following link
The following are among the most noteworthy energy saving initiatives implemented to
date:
The Guillem de Montgrí Primary School is equipped with a biomass boiler
fuelled with waste wood splinters from municipally owned woodlands. Other
facilities have been equipped with specific environmental improvements:
photovoltaic solar panels at the Hermitage of Santa Caterina; “A”certificate
energy installations at L’Estartit Infants’ School; the production of solar thermal
energy at the Municipal Sports Centre; and the biomass installation at the
L’Estartit school and multi-purpose meeting hall

PAES_TdM.pdf

3.18. Reduction fossil fuel dependency
Adequate measures and incentives exist to reduce reliance on fossil
fuels and to encourage renewable energy technologies.

Torroella de Montgrí signed the Covenant of Mayors for Sustainable Energy on 2
February 2012, and approved in 2013 the Sustainable Energy Action Plan
(SEAP) which can be downloaded at the following link
The following are among the most noteworthy energy saving initiatives implemented to
date:
The Guillem de Montgrí Primary School is equipped with a biomass boiler
fuelled with waste wood splinters from municipally owned woodlands. Other
facilities have been equipped with specific environmental improvements:
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photovoltaic solar panels at the Hermitage of Santa Caterina; “A”certificate
energy installations at L’Estartit Infants’ School; the production of solar thermal
energy at the Municipal Sports Centre; and the biomass installation at the
L’Estartit school and multi-purpose meeting hall the promotion of sustainable
urban mobility plans as explained in 3.5.

PAES_TdM.pdf

Climate change adaptation
2
Action

Details

3.19. Responding to climate risks
Climate change adaptation receives all necessary attention, including
identification of risks and opportunities, addressing development,
siting, design, and management of facilities, enhancing the resilience
of the destination.

Yes, attention is being given with specific informaton at the town hall
website http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/canvi-climatic.html with specific
environmental education campaigns related to the more fragile natural sites of the
municipality.

Furthermore, the LIFE PLETERA project addresses part of the activities to adapt to
climate change (see page 6-7 of the Layman's report. Life Pletera Layman's report
In L'Estartit, the remodelation plan of the marina has foreseen the adaptation to the
climate change. According to its website:Club Nàutic Estartit website
The work is based on 7 key principles:
Adaptation to climate change Minimising the impact of harbour activity on the
environment Orientation towards total user satisfaction Ensuring a high level of
protection for users and employees' health and safety Unobtrusive access
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Fitting the harbour into the town Energy efficient facilities

Life_Pletera_Laumans_report_2019_ENG.pdf

3.20. Climate change information
Residents, tourism enterprises and visitors are informed about climate
change, in an appropriate way.

Yes, information is being spread.
Specific informaton at the town hall
website http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/canvi-climatic.html
with specific environmental education campaigns related to the more fragile natural
sites of the municipality.

Furthermore, the LIFE PLETERA project addresses part of the activities to adapt to
climate change (see page 6-7 of the Layman's report. Life Pletera Layman's report
In L'Estartit, the remodelation plan of the marina has foreseen the adaptation to the
climate change. According to its website:Club Nàutic Estartit website
The work is based on 7 key principles:
Adaptation to climate change Minimising the impact of harbour activity on the
environment Orientation towards total user satisfaction Ensuring a high level of
protection for users and employees' health and safety Unobtrusive access
Fitting the harbour into the town Energy efficient facilities

Life_Pletera_Laumans_report_2019_ENG.pdf
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4. Culture & tradition
5

Cultural heritage
3
Action

Details

4.1. Cultural heritage conservation
The conservation, authenticity and aesthetic presentation of cultural
resources such as sites and built heritage, typical or traditional
architecture, town design, cultural sense of place, urban scenic views,
and archaeological sites, is adequately organised and enforced
according to internationally recognised standards.

Built heritage is well protected. 11 sites are certified as BCIN (Bé cultural d'Interès
Nacional) the maximum recognition in Catalunya.
In page 10 of the attached document (Torroella de Montgrí‐L'Estartit. Committed to
sustainability ), there is a complete information: The landscape and the cultural and
historical heritage. The landscape and the cultural and historical heritage
Furthermore, a specific dossier for cultural heritage has been produced which can be
downloaded at the following link
The Urban Plan (see link) incorporates specific regulation for the protection of urban
and rural landscape, (document also uploaded) such as:
- Historical areas to preserve and enhance. page 63
- Protection of historical, archeological, cultural and botanic heritage. pg. 101
- Heritage and monumental catalogue. pg. 107

SUSTAINABLE_TOURISM_DOSIER_digital.pdf
PGMO_refos_MP_2017_V5_1.pdf
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Committed_to_culture_digital.pdf

4.2. Protecting cultural artefacts
Sale, trade, display or gifting of historical and archaeological artefacts
is adequately regulated and enforced.

Legislation concerned is available at:
Regional level: http://patrimoni.gencat.cat/es/proteccion-legal National
level: https://www.boe.es/eli/es/l/1985/06/25/16/con
Nevertheless, there are no issues in this field within the destination.

Llei Patrimoni cultural catala.pdf
BOE_A_1985_12534_consolidado.pdf

4.3. Managing tourism impacts on culture
Tourism that appreciates cultural sites, built heritage, culturally
important landscapes, land-use and sense of place is carefully
managed to avoid negative impacts. Any impacts such as damage,
disruption of local life and culture, and degradation are adequately
monitored and addressed.

The municipality is committed to enhance culture and local traditions as a key element
of its singularity.
The Urban Plan have specific regulations as mentioned in 4.1. in order to ensure the
protection and enhancement of historical, archeological, cultural and botanic heritage.
Furthermore, from the Culture Department 4 goals and specific actions have been
designed to promote and ensure authenticity and spread of culture. These are explained
at the following link

A specific dossier on culture & traditions, under the title "committed to culture" has been
prepared 2018, in the context of the European Year of Cultural Heritage. The content is:
- Torroella, a town of history and culture
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- Sightseeing itinerary
- A town where music is a way of life
- A host of muiscal events
- Foundations and the promotion of art

Committed_to_culture_digital.pdf

People & tradition
2
Action

Details

4.4. Intangible heritage
Intangible cultural heritage is adequately protected and respected.

Intangible heritage is well protected.
Torroella de Montgrí is one of the cradles of the "sardana" catalan traditional
dance. There are lively groups of dancers with many children and young people
participating. "Sardanes" are always present in local festivities. The local music
school includes traditional music and there is even an orchestra of young
people. The local "Museu de la Mediterrània" organizes every year a week‐end
festival devoted to Mediterranean folklore music. Recently a specific Trobades
de musicahas been launched.
As explained in 4.3.:
4 goals and specific actions have been designed by the Culture department of the
municipality to promote and ensure authenticity and spread of culture. These are
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explained at the following link
A specific dossier on culture & traditions, under the title "committed to culture" has been
prepared 2018, in the context of the European Year of Cultural Heritage. The content is:
- Torroella, a town of history and culture
- Sightseeing itinerary
- A town where music is a way of life
- A host of muiscal events
- Foundations and the promotion of art

Committed_to_culture_digital.pdf

4.5. Respecting authenticity
Tourism is respectful of the living culture and traditions, supportive to
its protection and celebration, and not interfering with its practice. The
practice of tourism in observing the living culture and traditions is
genuine and respectful. When traditions are replicated they remain
genuine and authentic.

Tourism management is culturally sensitive.
In the municipality many cultural events are organised regularly:
classic musical festival in Torroella de Montgrí Jazz festival in Estartit
Mediterranian folklore festival
It's also important the number of art galleries and events/competitions related to
landscape painting or photography.
In most cases, events are organised by local associations and are not specially
addressed to visitors, although they are welcome and often participate, without
interfering. See photographs uploaded
The traditions are displayed under the commitment from the Culture Department of the
municipality see http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/cultura-i-festes.html
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fotos Festes.JPG
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5. Social well-being
20

2

Human respect
5

2

Action

Details

5.1. Property rights
Property and water rights are adequately registered and protected
and are compliant with indigenous and communal rights; regulations
are enforced, and are subject to public consultation.

Property rights are adequately registered and protected. Furthermore, the Urban Plan
clearly identify all muncipal or state properties.
Urban Plan uploaded
All regulations have to be approved after public consultation and this has been done.
No communal rights are in danger.
Water rights - this is a public service, guaranteed and regulated by law. Managed at a
regional level by the Agencia Catalana de l'Aigua. http://aca.gencat.cat/es/inici/
Law uploaded

PGMO_refos_MP_2017_V5_1.pdf
Llei d_Aigues.pdf
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5.2. Resettlement
Resettlement of residents is only possible with prior informed consent
and reasonable compensation.

Resettlement of residents is not happening in the municipality.
This could only happen in case of public interest in which case an expropiation
procedure should be initiated. National law of "expropiación forzosa" has been
uploaded

llei_expropiacio_forcosa_71.pdf

5.3. Indigenous and local rights
Rights of indigenous and local people to access and visit natural and
cultural sites are ensured by law, unless this access has adverse
effects on destination sustainability.

Rights of local people is ensured by law

5.4. Indigenous intellectual property
Intellectual property rights of indigenous people, locals and
communities are effectively protected by law.
5.5. Protection of people
The destination takes adequate measures to protect all people legally
and effectively against commercial, sexual, or any other form of
exploitation and harassment, particularly of children, adolescents,
elderly, disabled, women, and minorities.

Luckily, there is not sexual exploitation in the site. Should there be any isolated
case, police and local authorities would immediately act.
The municipality has a police department in charge of the application of regional laws.
The regional government have several laws for protection of people, for instance:
- Protection of victims of sexual violence
http://www.gencat.cat/acordsdegovern/20101011/03.htm
- Protection of families and children and young people.
http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/ca/ambits_tematics/infancia_i_adolescencia/protec
cio_a_la_infancia_i_ladolescencia/el_sistema_catala_de_proteccio_a_la_infancia_i_la
dolescencia/
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5.6. Public communication of laws
The legal and effective protection of people against exploitation and
harassment is publicly communicated, and is obvious to offenders.

The Regional Government and the Town Hall make continously information campaigns
against exploitation and harassment, which makes it very obvious to offenders.
Information is provided at the Town Hall website and specific professionals attend
services to residents. http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/accio-social-i-ciutadania.html
An example of a conference informing gender-based violence is uploaded.
The Tourist Office informs visitors in case of any problems and guide them to Local
Police and/or social service professionals.

conferencia violencia de genere.pdf

5.7. Monitoring human rights
The destination takes adequate measures to monitor universal human
rights.

The Regional Government and the Town Hall make continously information campaigns
against exploitation and harassment, which makes it very obvious to offenders.
Information is provided at the Town Hall website and specific professionals attend
services to residents. http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/accio-social-i-ciutadania.html
The Tourist Office informs visitors in case of any problems and guide them to Local
Police and/or social service professionals.
Monitoring of human rights is not done at municipal level. However campaigns are
regularly done, mainly in cooperation with NGO. One example, the celebration of 25
years.
Data at regional level have not been founded.

25 anys ONG.pdf
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Community participation
5
Action

Details

5.8. Residents involved in planning
The process of developing general planning policies and guidelines,
and of preparing destination management and development, is open
and accessible to public stakeholders.

By law, before approval of general and specific planning policies a period is
granted within which to make representations.
In Torroella de Montgrí-L'Estartit, there has been a general agreement to the land
planning strategies (including the declaration of the Natural Park)since 1982 when the
first "democratic" land planning has been approved.
The diverse political groups that have governed the Town Hall have never discussed or
tried to minimize the impact of this Land Planning.
At the regional level, there are regulation in order to assure open access to residents
and public stakeholders in the process of redaction and approval of the Urban Plans.
This can be found at the following Full de ruta per la tramitacio Plans urbanistics and the
schema is uploaded.
The involvement of public stakeholders and residents in the tourism management is
assured through ETIS indicators and the surveys done regularly.

full_ruta_poum_9maig2015.pdf

5.9. Residents informed about sustainable tourism
Residents are regularly involved in discussions on opportunities,
challenges and sustainability of tourism development.
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In 2014 and in 2016 questionnaires have been answered by local residents
in the frame of the ETIS (European Tourism Indicator System) collecting data. In
2017, a public consultancy has been addressed to residents for getting them
involved in a Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan, and a working group has had an
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active role in the redaction.
Important to point out the involvement of the education community (primary and
secondary schools) by working with pupils in this action, inviting families to fulfill the
questionnaire.
At a municipal level, there is a Board "Consell per a la gestió del patrimoni natural i
cultural" which is involved in the implementation of sustainable strategy.
Residents are informed about sustainable tourism by different ways. The most
important is the "media" municipal service which very often spread news on
sustainability measures that have been implemented, recognitions such as Green
Destinations achieved, etc.
See the quarterly municipal bulletins:
- January 2018 (page 8) with the Green Destination nomination 2017, among other
relevant articles on sustainability.
- April 2018 (page 4) : related to the World's Best Sustainable Destination. ITB Berlin
2018.
Direct contact with schools is done by educational environmental programs held by the
Natural Park and the municipality.
Regularly, the department of tourism participate in spreading the sustainable tourism
strategy to pupils from universities visiting the destination (minimum 3 times/year)

5.10. Stakeholder contributions
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Stakeholders (accommodation industry) is responsible of the collection of the "tourist
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Enterprises, visitors and the public are offered opportunities to
contribute to community and sustainability initiatives, as a volunteer, in
cash or in kind.

tax".
They contribute to initiatives such as:
festivals, fairs, other activities support to sustainable projects, such as LIFE,
ETIS and ECTS individuals also participate as volunteer in different festive,
environamental and cultural activities.

5.11. Inhabitant satisfaction
The satisfaction of residents with tourism development and
destination management is monitored regularly, and the results are
publicly reported in a timely manner.

In the frame of the ETIS (European Tourism Indicator System) collecting data, it has
been possible to obtain direct data from satisfaction of residents.
In 2017, 125 surveys have been obtained with the collaboration of the educational
community, addressed to families living at the municipality and with children attending
primary and secondary schools. See the results at page 10 & 11 of the following Link
and at the uploaded document

Residents satisfaction_ETIS.JPG
Dossier ETIS comparativa 2015_2017.pdf

5.12. Community Empowerment
The destination supports the integration of community members in
destination management and policy development, enabling citizens to
be(come) proud ‘destination ambassadors’ in- and outside the
destination.
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Different associations are invited to participative and consultative processes.
Some of them are
2003 Local Sustainability Action Plan 2014 Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan
2016 to 2018 ECST (European Charter for Sustainable Tourism in Protected
Areas) for Natural Park Montgrí, Illes Medes i Baix Ter. See document
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uploaded. 2014 and 2017. ETIS Indicator survey addressed to local residents.
See pages 10-11 of the following link see document uploaded.
The members of the ECST participate in regular meetings to implement the strategy
designed in collaboration with the Natural Park. approx 30 small enterprises are in
process of being certified in the second phase of the ECST.
All tourist sector is invited to participate in 2 annual sessions, to discuss about the
situation of the sector and also to discuss about ECST and action plan (see the last call
to meeting at the uploaded document.

02_Estrategia_PNMMBT_def.pdf
Dossier ETIS comparativa 2015_2017.pdf
AAFF_Jornada_Turistica_XXSS.jpg

Local economy
4
Action

Details

5.13. Optimising private sector contribution
Small- and medium-sized enterprises are supported; and measures
are taken to optimise the private sector's contribution to the local
economy.

All companies in the sectors of tourism, commerce and agriculture and small and micro
enterprises.
There is a regular and direct contact with the Tourism Department.
At least, twice a year companies are invited to participate in a local meeting to follow the
Action Plan in management and marketing of the destination.
Tourism department regularly (at least once a month) publish newsletters with
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information of activities and actions taken in the context of the destination management
and promotion campaigns.
2014 and 2017, specific survey has been addressed to local tourism companies with
questions related to application of sustainability schemes, labour market, type of clients,
opinion on the tourist management of the destination, ..
The criteria for economic development is also showed in the document Committed to
Sustainability:
Support must be given to local businesses dedicated to activities related with
the environment Agricultural production must be protected and promoted The
activity of the Guild of Fishermen must be supported
At the present time, the relevant supporting line to companies is by means of the
implementation of ECTS with the participation of 30 companies.
Further information is given to support local businesses at the local tourism website,
with a specific part for professionals http://www.visitestartit.com/ca/recull-de-premsa/#
and http://www.visitestartit.com/ca/descarregues/

03_Programa_de_Actuaciones_CETS_PNMMBT_2016_2020_def.pdf

5.14. Promoting local products and services
The inclusion of local artisans, producers and service providers in the
tourism value chain according to fair trade principles is supported;
local and sustainable products that are supportive to the area’s
nature, culture, local identity, and local economy, are promoted. These
may include food and beverages, crafts, performance arts, agricultural
products, etc.
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Local artisans and producers are supported. Their presence is encouraged in local
markets and on other festivities.
Most of fruit orchard in the area (mainly apple production) is cultivated under biological
and other natural systems to protect against plagues.
Organic production of olives and wine are increasing in the Montgrí massif.
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The other main crop in the Baix Ter area, in terms of both cultivated area and
economic value, is rice, marketed under the name “Arròs de Pals” (Pals being the
municipality that shares with Torroella the extensive area of cultivation dedicated to
this cereal).
Once a month, a organic local product market is organized in Torroella de Montgrí
(last Saturday of each month) since more than 4 years.
In the area of the Natural Park, micro‐entreprises have been set up with products
such as cyder, apple juice, beer, etc.
See more information on page 17 of the document. Torroella de Montgrí‐L'Estartit.
Committed to sustainability. The value of local products, from both sea and land. The
value of local products from both sea and land
At http://www.visitestartit.com/en/descobreix-nos/comerc-i-gastronomia/ promotion of
gastronomy and local products is displayed.
Local tourist office publishes a guide of restaurants, with reference to local and
traditonal cuisine It can also be downloaded at the following link

5.15. Monitoring economic impacts
The contribution of tourism to the destination's economy are annually
monitored and publicly reported, and should include visitor
expenditure, revenue per available room, employment, and
investment data.

On top of the ETIS indicators, data are regularly collected in order to monitor the impact
of touirsm in the destinations economy.
These are, among others:
ANNUAL:
Number, characteristics and information required from visitors to tourist office.
Rate of accommodation occupancy during high season Income collected by
tourist tax Economic impact of tourism activities in the Medes Islands Marine
Reserve (Natural Park) Income collected by diving and snorkeling tax in the
Medes Islands Marine Reserve (Natural Park) Rate of employment in the
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service sector (which includes tourism)
PERIODICALLY:
Tour operators programming ecotourisme and nature tourism activities in the
municipality. Type of products programmed and length of stay. GDP per capita
Rate of second and tourist homes per resident
This information is widely spread to stakeholders, pupils to seminars and local
residents. See some of the slides presented at the enclosed document.

Slides from L_ESTARTIT_curs UB juny 2018.pdf

5.16. Socio-economic development
The destination promotes socio-economic development in the
community.

Yes, the Town Hall has a specific Department for Local Development
http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/promocio-economica-i-comerc.html
Tourism Department is connected/integrated with the said Department

Social impact
3
Action

Details

5.17. Optimising social impacts
The impact of visitors to the local community and other visitors is
appropriately monitored, and measures are taken to optimise their

The impact of visitors to the local community and other visitors is monitored in the frame
of ETIS indicators.
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contribution to the local economy.

The Tourism department is carrying regular survey to avaluate the impact of tourism in
the local economy.
One of the examples is the estimate of the economic impact of the Medes Islands
Protected area. Relevant information is included in page 17 of the document Commited
to Sustainability Effects of protecting areas of natural interest
In 2012 and in 2018, a special research is done to follow up the trips organised by small
size international tour operators promoting trips for individual or small groups based on
walking, biking and/or active and nature tourism. The impact of these operators in small
businesses is very important, mainly as they operate in mid season (may-june and
september-october)
To reduce the impact of noise and traffic, soft mobility actions are being implemented
and explained in previous criteria. (see uploaded document)
This 2018, informative signposts have been installed at the main routes to Torroella de
Montgrí, suggesting drivers which travel to other towns, not to drive through the town
main avenue.
Specific rules for limiting noise are included in local regulations

SUSTAINABLE_TOURISM_DOSIER_digital.pdf
PEMMS Torroella de Montgrí _ l_Estartit_low.pdf

5.18. Real estate exploitation
The impact of real estate development on the local community is
appropriately monitored, and measures are taken to optimise their
contribution to the local economy.

The impact of real estate is totally controlled according to the Local Urban Plans.
In fact this has been a major challenge since 1983.
In the document Committed to sustainability dossier, a specific chapter is devoted to
this subject (page 14-15) with maps showing how building land has been reduced from
1967 to nowadays and conservation areas have been extended.
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The criteria for urban planning and economic development are also showed:
The new model of tourism, based on sustainability, shall be a key factor in
any planning review The fostering of the environment, the landscape and the
natural heritage shall
orientate all present and future actions The eligibility of land for building must
be constantly reviewed to ensure development is subjected to sustainability
criteria
The strategy for urban planning is the Land Plan, mentioned in previous criteria.
As far as if an impact on the real estate prices and if AirBnB and other short-term rental
platforms are a problem regarding availability of housing for residents, the municipality
has implemented a "Municipal housing service" for local
residents http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/servei-municipal-dhabitatge.html
The municipal tourist office together with the Urban department makes regular controls
to assure that the short-term rental houses meet legal requirement. All the "Habitatges
d'ús turístic" which are promoted at the website have the licence from the regional
tourism department (Generalitat de Catalunya)
Currently, there is not a big problem for available housing for residents.

SUSTAINABLE_TOURISM_DOSIER_digital.pdf

5.19. Seasonality
Options to combat seasonality are investigated and implemented,
including a mechanism to identify year-round tourism opportunities,
where appropriate—taking into account the needs of the local
economy, community, cultures and environment.
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The Tourism Department has an strategy to extend the season. Some of the actions
implemented are:
Support to the creation of active tourism and ecotourism products, which are not
dependant from sand and sea holidays. Marketing activities addressed to
specific niches (seniors, MICE, ..) not subjected to travel during summer
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months. Organization of events in the low season (april-may and octobernovember) Promotion of short stays during low season addressed to residents in
Barcelona and Girona (2 and 1 hour car drive distance)
This is one of the activities that is implemented jointly with stakeholders.
A specific "+50 dossier" and leaflet has been produced. They can be downloaded from
the tourist website.

Health & safety
3
Action

Details

5.20. Health & safety prevention & response
Crime, safety, and health hazards are adequately prevented and
addressed.

Safety and control crime is assured by local and regional police which work
together.
The destination is very safe, only some petty thefts in market days, which
are thoroughly controlled by local police.
Specific information and regulation on health is provided at the municipal website
http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/promocio-de-la-salut.html (health). Health center in
Torroella de Montgrí is open 24/7 all year round. The one in L'Estartit, is open during the
day, all year round.
Safeguard and Red Cross at the beaches during summer season.
Permanent diving rescue headquarters based in L'Estartit, due to the importance of
diving and nautical activities since mid 1990s
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Fire brigade headquarter
There are also some local regulations concerning safety, published
at http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/ordenances-municipals.html

5.21. Health & safety monitoring
Crime, safety, and health hazards are adequately monitored and
publicly reported.

Safety and control crime is assured by local and regional police which work
together.
The destination is very safe, only some petty thefts in market days, which
are thoroughly controlled by local police.
Specific information and regulation on health is provided at the municipal website
http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/promocio-de-la-salut.html (health)
There are also some local regulations concerning safety, published
at http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/ordenances-municipals.html

evolucio_fets_penals_coneguts_policia_catalunya_2018.pdf

5.22. Crisis & emergency response
The destination has an appropriate, up-to-date crisis and emergency
response plan to address potential natural and man-made disasters
(as identified in the Baseline Assessment). The plan is publicly
available and funded; training is provided for relevant staff, visitors,
and residents.
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The crisis and emergency response management is held by Local Police and by
Regional Government services (Police, Fire Brigade, etc. )
There is a local emergency plan.
Residents are always informed by media, social networks, etc. in case of any
incidence.
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6. Business & hospitality
18

1

Business involvement
8

1

Action

Details

6.1. Sustainability standards
Internationally recognized sustainability standards consistent with the
GSTC Criteria for tourism enterprises are promoted by the destination
or the business sector.

We support all the initiatives held by county and regional institutions, which have the
competences on sustainability standards for tourism enterprises.
These are/have been:
SICTED (Sistema Integral de Calidad Turística en Destino) Qualitat ambiental
(2 campsites) ECTS - 30 companies are in process to be certified in the second
phase of the ECTS leaded by the Natural Park
Enclosed - Document with ECTS requirements for naturals parks (pages 9 and 13) and
companies (pages 11 and 14). http://www.redeuroparc.org/actividades/carta-europeaturismo-sostenible/fase-ii-cets

CETS_requirements.pdf

6.2. Publication of certified enterprises
A list of for sustainability certified or verified tourism enterprises is
maintained and publicly available.

The list of certified tourism enterprises (SICTED) is published by the county tourism
department https://visitemporda.com/ca/qualitat
The Natural Park have published the information of the first 28 companies certified with
the ECTS. (uploaded)
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6.3. Water consumption
Enterprises are encouraged to reduce and publicly report on water
usage.

The price of water supply penalize the exceed over the average.
Companies are encouraged by the Town Hall to minimize the consumption.
The evidence is through the water receipt, in which all consumptions over 30 m3/every
three months has a surcharge, which arrives to double the basic fare if the consumption
is more than 60 m3

6.4. Waste water treatment
Enterprises are assisted to find and implement solutions to effectively
treat and reuse wastewater. Local and national regulations are
effectively enforced.

Waste water treatment is mandatory for all enterprises and buildings. There is no doubt
that regulations are effectively complied in this respect.
All tourism facilities are connected to the municipal waste treatment system
How enterprises are encouraged to reduce impact from their waste water: The reduction
of water explained in 6.3. also concerns the waster water treatment. The payment for
this service is included in the water receipt.

6.5. Solid waste
Enterprises are encouraged to reduce, reuse, and recycle solid waste.

Specific programms to attend tourism enterprises requirements are implemented for
reduce, reuse and recycle solid waste.
As explained in criteria 3.14.:
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Solid waste separation is well managed and organised. In fact, a new waste
management contract was done in 2015 with the objective of a better
management, which is giving better results: 2014 ‐ 35%; 2016 ‐ 47%.
In this document, the solid waste management is regulated at a municipal level, and
also the cleaning of beaches and the streets :
Waste, cleaning, beaches and sewage management regulations of the municipality
This document refers to the management plan for treating the solid waste and other type
of waste, at a county geographical area.
Waste management plan at the county level
A specific information for enterprises and commercial activities is spread. See brochure
for 2019 uploaded
Also
at http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/la-gestio-dels-residus-municipals.html information
is given concerning tax reductions for waste collection.

Reglament_regulador_dels_serveis_escombraries_neteja_viaria_i_de_platges_i_de_c
lavegueram.pdf
calendari2019torroellaaaff _2_.pdf
gestio_residus_2.pdf
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6.6. Energy and greenhouse gas
Enterprises are encouraged to adequately monitor, minimise, mitigate,
and publicly report energy consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions from all aspects of their operation.

Regional Government (Generalitat de Catalunya) is in charge of this topic.
The Town Hall has an action plan for sustainable energy that can be downloaded at
this link
On pages 110 and 111 of this Action Plan, there is an specific chapter for
communication and spread.

PAES_TdM.pdf

6.7. Equal and fair employment
The destination promotes occupational safety, fair wages, fair trade,
equal employment and training opportunities in the tourism sector,
and enforces the relevant regulations in this field.

Employment regulations and controls are responsability of Regional Government and
from central government.
The Town Hall has a service addressed to labour
integration. http://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/accio-social-i-ciutadania.html
Employment regulations is published at the Labour Department of the Catalan
Government with examples of different possibilities, beneficiaries, etc.
See http://treball.gencat.cat/ca/tramits/espai_professionals/contractes_treball/

6.8. Tour guide codes of practice
Tour guides are trained to apply a relevant code of practice, and
adhere to the code in order to optimise the impact of the tour.

In the last 3 years, courses and seminars have been organized by the Natural Park (in
joint work with Tourism Deparment) addressed to guides and divemasters to be trained
on ecotourism and reduce impacts of the tours and activities.
See also page 5 "Rules for the good ecotourist" at the guide Ecotourism
Experiences to connect with nature, edited by the Agencia Catalana de Turisme
(uploaded).
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2naEdicio_CURS_GUIES_SUB_PNMMBT_juny2019.pdf
programa curs guies 2019.pdf
Ecoturisme_Eng.pdf

6.9. Product development
The destination has a functional product development strategy to
ensure the competitiveness and financial sustainability of the
destination.

a) the strategy of the destination mentioned in previous criteria (and enclosed to this
criteria) has a specific line (line 4, pages 50-52) addressed to product development,
supporting new ecotourism and active tourism in the nature.
b) Tourism Department, local tourism association (Estació Nàutica) and companies
applying for ECTS second phase are involved in this product development.
c) Tourism Department is conducting market research in order to identify new market
niches and operators, interested in promoting ecotourism and active tourism. We
analyze the presence of our destination in their programmes, the composition of the
products, how they are communicated, etc. and with this information we support local
companies to design new products.

Reptes de futur i línies estratègiques. 2013_2018.pdf

Information & marketing
6
Action

Details

6.10. Respectful promotion
Destination promotion is authentic and respectful to residents and

Yes, authentic promotion and respectful to residents and visitors, has always been a
priority for the Tourism Deparment.
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visitors.

6.11. Accurate promotion
Destination promotion is accurate in its description of products,
services and sustainability claims.

Yes. Destination promotion is accurate in its description of products, services and
sustainability claims.
The website www.visitestartit.com/en gives an evidence to this.

6.12. Visitor behaviour at sensitive sites
Guidelines for appropriate visitor behaviour are developed and made
available, aimed to minimize adverse impacts on sensitive sites and to
strengthen positive visitor behaviour. Local stakeholders are involved
in the development of information for visitors.

Specific information brochures are available for visitors, devoted to activities done in
the Natural Park, mainly in the Medes Islands Marine Reserve.
Guidelines for visitors in Natural Park and Medes Islands Marine Reserve
The map/guide of itineraries in the Natural Park also includes guidelines
Guia Montgrí, Illes Medes i Baix Ter
Since 2015, the Natural Park organizes 2 types of courses addressed to tourism
stakeholders:
Curs de Guies i Informadors del Parc. 10 sessions x 6 hours. Total 60 hours.
Curs per a guies subaquàtics (Diving courses). 8 sessions x 5 hours. Total 40
hours
Companies certified with EUROPARC Chart (CETS) are also involved in providing
information to visitors.

Pesca responsable.pdf
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Safe and responsible diving_en.pdf
Responsible navigation.pdf
Pesca responsable 2.pdf
Natural Park short guide.pdf
Natural Park guide.pdf
mapa Parc Natural.pdf
2naEdicio_CURS_GUIES_SUB_PNMMBT_juny2019.pdf
programa curs guies 2019.pdf
engDUNES1_beaches and dunes.pdf
parc_web_eng_marine activities.pdf

6.13. Sustainability information to visitors
Visitors are adequately informed about relevant sustainability issues in
the destination including natural, environmental, cultural and social
issues, and including the tourist's role regarding these issues.

Visitors are informed about relevant sustainability issues and how we are working to
improve it. Some examples are:
The tourist office has a corner for the promotion of the Natural Park Leaflets,
videos and photos are displayed on the Natural Park, the LIFE project, rules on
how to visit sensitive areas like Medes Islands Marine Reserves, dunes
preservation at beaches, etc. Tourist website has a specific
information http://www.visitestartit.com/en/descobreix-nos/parc-natural/ Natural
Park has leaflets (uploaded) that can also be downloaded at this link,
Companies certified with EUROPARC Chart (CETS) are also involved in providing
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information to visitors.

SUSTAINABLE_TOURISM_DOSIER_digital.pdf
Pesca responsable.pdf
Safe and responsible diving_en.pdf
Responsible navigation.pdf
Natural Park short guide.pdf
Natural Park guide.pdf
Ecoturisme_Eng.pdf
engDUNES1_beaches and dunes.pdf
parc_web_eng_marine activities.pdf

6.14. Interpretive information
Interpretive information provided at natural and cultural sites is
accurate, respectful to different cultural values, developed with
community collaboration, and communicated in most relevant
languages.
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Yes.
Interpretive information provided at natural and cultural sites is accurate
(validated by the Natural Park, Local Museum and Culture Department of the
Town Hall). There is a specific Culture section at the tourist
website http://www.visitestartit.com/en/descobreix-nos/cultura/ respectful to
different cultural value developed with community collaboration, mainly with
companies associated to Estació Náutica and those participating in the ECTS
second phase. and communicated in most relevant languages. (website is in
catalan, spanish, french, english, german and dutch)
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Some pictures have been uploaded concerning to:
Ethnological route in L'Estartit related to fishering tradition and old streets. LIFE
Pletera itinerary and birdwatching. Explanation of the project and of the
environmental interest Medes Islands Marine Reserve. Interpretation pannels in
El Molinet mirador. Walking and cycling itineraries. Interpretative pannels in
various locations Montgrí massif. Interpretation pannels at the beginning
/parking space of the itineraries, in Torroella de Montgrí

L_Estartit_fishering pannel_ethnological route.jpeg
L_Estartit_old streets_ethnological route.jpeg
La Pletera interpretative pannel _7_.jpeg
La Pletera interpretative pannel _6_.jpeg
La Pletera interpretative pannel _1_.jpeg
La Pletera interpretative pannel _2_.jpeg
La Pletera interpretative pannel _4_.jpeg
La Pletera interpretative pannel _5_.jpeg
Medes Islands Marine Reserve_pannels _2_.jpeg
Medes Islands Marine Reserve_pannels _4_.jpeg
Medes Islands Marine Reserve_pannels _5_.jpeg
Espai Montgri_ pannel.jpg
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Itineraries_interpretative pannels _1_.jpeg
Espai Montgri pannels _3_.jpeg
Espai Montgri pannels _5_.jpeg
Itineraries pannels _2_.jpeg

6.15. Green destination marketing
The destination promotes itself as a green destination, as well as the
art and culture in the destination for their revitalization

Yes, destination promotes itself as a green destination, as well as the art and culture in
the destination for their revitalization.
Green Destinations label appear in all documents and website of the Tourism
Department.
Green
Destinations
Committed
Dossiers
to
label
Sustainability
mentioned
is fixed at
in the
Committed
previous
entrance
criteria:
todoor
Culture
at the Tourist Office in
L'Estartit (see enclosed document with pictures) Our revitalization strategy is
based from more than 30 years on sustainability, protected area, art and
culture. The enclosed file corresponding to the presentation in Cascais last
September, is an evidence. (mainly slides 8 to 18)

C6_Torroella de Montgri_L Estartit_v2.pdf
Estartit Tourist Office.pdf

Hospitality
4
Action

Details

6.16. Visitor monitoring

Yes, From 1984, every 4 years a survey to visitors (500 questionaires) to the Tourism
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The characteristics and preferences of visitors are monitored and
publicly reported.

Office in L'Estartit is conducted.
The results are presented to stakeholders and spread through media.
In 2014, 2016-2017, the Tourism Department has implemented the ETIS indicators.
The results are available at the following link
Since 1984, the information is completed with regular surveys to accommodation
stakeholders.

6.17. Visitor satisfaction
Visitor satisfaction is systematically measured and the results are
taken into account for destination and service improvements.

Yes, From 1984, every 4 years a survey to visitors (500 questionaires) to the Tourism
Office in L'Estartit is conducted.
The results are presented to stakeholders and spread through media.
In 2014, 2016-2017, the Tourism Department has implemented the ETIS indicators.
The results are available at the following link

6.18. Sustainability in visitor survey
Visitor surveys collect feedback on sustainability aspects.

Yes, in 2016-2017 in the ETIS visitors survey, 2 questions have been added:
knowledge of the activities for sustainability held by the destination knowledge
about Natural Park
Document uploaded with the added questions and the results obtained.

Parc Montgrí_Resultats preguntes específiques TM_L_E.pdf

6.19. Accessibility
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Since many years ago, the Town Hall is working on accessibility.
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Access to tourism sites is supported for individuals with disabilities,
where appropriate, whilst not harming the sites and their sense of
place.

Tourist office, beaches, most of public infrastructures (streets, maritime promenade, ...
etc.) are prepared for individuals with disabilities.
The tourism department has a list of accommodation available for individuals with
disabilities.
The Town Hall is working for making streets and services more and more accessible. htt
p://www.torroella-estartit.cat/ca/noticies/3693-torroella-de-montgri-comenca-la-millorade-la.html
The Tourist Office offers an adapted bicycle, free of charge.
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